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ABSTRACT
The Effects Of Obesity On Resultant Knee Joint Loads For Gait And Cycling
Juan David Gutierrez-Franco

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a degenerative disease of cartilage and bone tissue and the
most common form of arthritis, accounting for US$ 10.5 billion in hospital charges in 2006.
Obesity (OB) has been linked to increased risk of developing knee OA due to increased
knee joint loads and varus-valgus misalignment. Walking is recommended as a weightloss activity but it may increase risk of knee OA as OB gait increases knee loads. Cycling
has been proposed as an alternative weight-loss measure, however, lack of studies
comparing normal weight (NW) and OB subjects in cycling and gait hinder identification of
exercises that may best prevent knee OA incidence. The objective of this work is to
determine if cycling is a better weight-loss exercise than gait in OB subjects as it relates
to knee OA risk reduction due to decreased knee loads. A stationary bicycle was modified
to measure forces and moments at the pedals in three dimensions. A pilot experiment was
performed to calculate resultant knee loads during gait and cycling for NW (n = 4) and OB
(n = 4) subjects. Statistical analyses were performed to compare knee loads and knee
angles, and to determine statistical significance of results (p < 0.05). Cycling knee loads
were lower than gait knee loads for all subjects (p < 0.033). OB axial knee loads were
higher than NW axial knee loads in gait (p = 0.004) due to the weight-bearing nature of
gait. No differences were observed in cycling knee loads between NW and OB subjects,
suggesting cycling returns OB knee loads and biomechanics to normal levels. The lack of
significant results in cycling could be due to the small sample size used or because rider
weight is supported by the seat. Limitations to this study include small sample size, soft
tissue artifact, and experimental errors in marker placement. Future studies should correct
these limitations and find knee joint contact force rather than knee resultant loads using
iv

EMG-driven experiments. In conclusion, cycling loads were lower than gait loads for NW
and OB subjects suggesting cycling is a better weight-loss exercise than gait in the context
of reducing knee OA risk.

Keywords: Cycling, gait, obesity, knee loading, internal joint loads, biomechanics, motion
capture
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1

PROBLEM
Cartilage tissue supports and distributes high loads, stabilizes and guides joint

motions, and lubricates joints to provide low friction and reduce wear [1]. Osteoarthritis
(OA) is a degenerative disease of bone and cartilage and is the most common form of
arthritis [2]. More than 70% of total hip and knee replacements are due to OA [2]. OA
accounted for US$ 10.5 billion in hospital charges in 2006 [3]. Studies have concluded
that abnormal gait kinematics may cause initiation of knee OA [4]. Obesity (OB) has been
identified as a risk factor for developing knee OA [2] [3] [5] [6] [7]. One identified reason
why obesity increases risk of knee OA is increased knee loads accompanied by varus
malalignment via increased abduction angles [8] [9].
Walking for 30 minutes or jogging for 20 minutes have been proposed as exercise
regimens for weight-loss [10]. The benefits of losing weight to reduce risk of knee OA
through knee load reduction have been documented. Messier et al. reported a 1:4 ratio of
weight loss to load reduction, meaning for every pound of body weight reduced, the knee
loads are reduced by 4 pounds [6]. However, gait is a weight-bearing exercise and OB
increases knee loads that link obesity to OA [5]. Seated cycling has been proposed as a
weight-loss alternative to gait since cycling produces reduced knee loads [11]. However,
the lack of knowledge regarding knee biomechanics for obese subjects in weight-loss
exercises other than walking serves as a barrier for identifying weight-loss exercises that
may best prevent knee OA.
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1.2

PAST WORK
There exists a lack of studies that have directly compared knee loads for obese

subjects in gait and cycling. Some studies have looked at the effect of obesity on knee
loads during gait. For example, Browning and Kram observed the effects of obesity in gait
at different walking speeds [5]. Other studies have explored knee loads during cycling.
Davis and Hull modified a bicycle to measure foot loads [12] and Ruby et al. developed a
three dimensional model for estimating knee loads during cycling [13]. Studies that used
rider weight as a factor focused on the effect of rider mass on the frame of the bicycle [14],
however, no studies were found that explored the effects of obesity on knee loads during
cycling.
1.3

OBJECTIVES
The long term goal of this work is to determine if cycling is a better weight-loss

exercise to walking for OB subjects in the context of reducing OA incidence via a reduction
in knee loads. As a crucial first step towards achieving that long-term goal, the objectives
of this study are to (1) modify an upright stationary bicycle to measure forces and moments
at the pedals in three dimensions, (2) conduct pilot experiments with a motion capture
system to calculate internal knee joint loads during cycling, and (3) compare knee loads
for normal weight and obese populations during gait and cycling. The results will be used
to design a more comprehensive study of kinetic and kinematic differences in gait, cycling,
and elliptical training for normal weight and obese subjects.

2

CHAPTER 2: METHODS
As discussed in chapter 1, obese subjects have higher knee loads while walking
compared to normal weight individuals [5]. Higher knee loads are linked with increased
risk for knee OA [5] [6]. Since cycling has been shown to produce lower knee loads than
gait [11], cycling may be a preferred weight-loss exercise. Knee loads are defined as
resultant knee joint forces and moments produced by ground reaction forces (GRF) and
inertial effects and, thus, do not include the effects of muscle forces which normally result
in higher joint contact loads. Thus, the hypotheses of this study are (1) cycling produces
lower knee resultant loads than gait for both normal weight and obese subjects, (2) obese
subjects will have higher knee loads than normal weight subjects when cycling, and (3)
obese subjects will have higher knee loads than normal weight subjects when walking. To
address the hypotheses, the objectives of this study are to 1) design, build, and implement
3-dimensional load measuring pedals (measure forces and moments) and 2) compare
knee resultant loads and knee angles during gait and cycling for normal weight and obese
subjects. Protocols pre-approved by the Cal Poly Human Subject Committee were
followed to minimize risk to human subjects.
2.1

BICYCLE DEVELOPMENT
An upright stationary bicycle was developed to perform cycling biomechanics

experiments. The bicycle is integrated with a full Motion Analysis system and measures
three force components and three moment components at the pedals. The following
section briefly describes the design and build process. A detailed description of the design
and build process is provided in Appendix B and Appendix C, respectively.
2.1.1

Design Process
A set of requirements were developed to improve the quality of the data measured

in cycling experiments. The bicycle must not change rider kinematics. The bike pedal must
3

measure three force components and three moment components and the data must be
filtered to reduce noise artifacts. The bike must be integrated with the motion analysis
system present at the HMB lab. The data should be outputted against crank angle (a
standard format). The modified pedal must support the expected loads.
The static bicycle chosen is the Life Fitness LifeCycle GX (Life Fitness, Rosemont,
IL). This bike was chosen mainly for its ease to retrofit and repeatability in resistance level
selection. Two AMTI AD2.5D-250 load cells (AMTI, Watertown, MA) were selected to
measure the forces and moments at the
pedals. These load cells measure forces and
moments in three-dimensions and use GEN

r

5 signal conditioners to filter data. To keep
rider kinematics similar to use with the stock
r

pedals, it was decided to use spindle-less
pedals and locate the load cells through the
pedal body so the top pedal assembly is at
Figure 2.1 Concept of load cell location within
the same location as the original pedal pedal body.

surface (see figure 2.1). Thus the distance between the feet and the crank center is the
same as with the stock pedal at Top Dead Center (TDC) and at Bottom Dead Center
(BDC). Tioga MT-ZERO pedals were selected because they have no spindle and have
oversized bearings that can support the expected loads. Load cell housings were created
to attach the load cell to the pedal. The load cell housing geometry was developed to place
the foot of the rider at the original location of the pedal surface.
The HMB lab has a full Motion Analysis system (Motion Analysis Corporation,
Santa Rosa, CA). The motion analysis system uses the motion analysis software Cortex.
The AMTI load cells are integrated with Cortex via a USB connection. Cortex is able to
4

track the location and orientation of the load cells. The load cell integration with Cortex
and the motion analysis system is described in detail in Appendix B.7. A custom MATLAB
code was created to output data against crank angle. This code also organizes,
interpolates, and averages data for all subjects. The MATLAB code is described in
Appendix D. Stress analysis was performed to demonstrate that the load cell housing
created can withstand the expected loads. This analysis and other validation tests for the
requirements mentioned above are discussed in Appendix E.
2.1.2

Build Process
The exploded view of the pedal
Strap

assembly is shown in figure 2.2. The

Bearing

modified pedal assembly is designed to
easily be put on any standard bicycle

Platform

crank. The load cell is attached to the
load

cell

housing. The

housing

is

Pedal

attached to the pedals. A pedal platform

Load Cell

was developed to allow for strapped
cycling. The pedal platform is attached at
Housing

the top of the load cell. Only the pedal
platform is in contact with the top of the
load cell to allow for reliable and

Figure 2.2 Pedal assembly exploded view.

repeatable measurements.

5

Figure

2.3

shows

the

pedal

assembly. The load cell housing was
fabricated from a block of aluminim 6061.
The machining was done in a vertical
milling machine. The TIOGA pedals had
the center of the pedal body removed with
a

pneumatic

cutoff

wheel

and

was

deburred using a Dremel. The pedal
platforms were made from an aluminum
plate with a layer of nitrile rubber. The
aluminum provided rigidity whie the rubber
Figure 2.3 Finished pedal assembly.

provided comfort and grip for the rider.
Cycling expeirments were performed once the pedal assembly was attached on
the stationary bicycle and the load cells were recognized by Cortex. The following sections
describe the gait and cycling biomechanics experiments performed.
2.2

HUMAN SUBJECTS SELECTION
Two subject populations were recruited: normal weight (NW; n = 4) and obese

(OB; n = 4). Body Mass Index (BMI) was used to determine a subject’s membership to a
population (see table 2.1). BMI is calculated using equation 2.1

𝐵𝑀𝐼 =

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑘𝑔)
ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 2 (𝑚2 )

Eq 2.1

Volunteers were given an overview of the study and eligibility was determined by
asking questions pertaining to medical history and ability to engage in physical activity.
Eligible volunteers received a detailed description of the study and consent forms were
reviewed. Informed consent and photographic release were obtained. All subjects had to
6

answer and pass all questions in the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q)
in order to participate in this study. Finally, the subjects completed preliminary tests
including body weight, height, and knee joint Q-angle measurements (angle between lines
created by the ASIS, the midpoint of the patella, and the tibial tuberosity). All subjects that
participated in this study were male in order to avoid gender-related biomechanical
differences that are known to exist in gait [15]. Inclusion and exclusion criteria are
described below:
Inclusion Criteria


NW: BMI = 18.5 – 25.0 kg/m2; OB: BMI = 30.0 – 40.0 kg/m2



Age: 18 – 40 years



English speaking

Exclusion Criteria


Cardiovascular or respiratory disease



Metabolic disease or complication



Weight loss or weight gain in previous 6 months



History of major psychiatric illness, drug abuse, or unsafe dieting practices



Major medical conditions that prohibit physical activity



Pregnant women or women expecting or trying to become pregnant



Pre-existing conditions producing abnormal knee loading (e.g. varus-valgus
misalignment)



Other joint injuries, etc. (other than overweight/obese)

7

Table 2.1 Physical characteristics of subjects per population.

Mean ± SD
NW
OB

Item
Age (years)
Height (m)
Mass (kg)
BMI (kg/m2)

2.3

22.3 ± 1.9
1.85 ± 0.06
79.9 ± 5.8
23.5 ± 2.8

23.3 ± 2.1
1.81 ± 0.03
120.7 ± 5.8
36.7 ± 1.8

MARKER SET APPLICATION
To be able to use the Sky Scripts in Cortex that

model the human body, the lower body Helen Hayes (HH)
marker set was selected. This marker set models the legs,
which is all that is needed to find knee joint loads. The
lower body HH marker set is described in detail in
Appendix B.3.1. Subjects wore compression clothing and
the markers were placed at standard anatomical
landmarks.

Figure

2.4

shows

a

subject

wearing

compression clothing and with the lower body Helen
Figure 2.4 Helen Hayes marker
set on subject.

Hayes marker set.
2.4

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The experimental procedure consisted of three parts: Static Trial, Gait, and Cycling

experiments. A description of each part is given below. Every subject, regardless of the
population, must have their data be untraceable to their personal information (name,
address, age, etc.). To this end, subjects were identified with a naming convention. This
naming format starts with the four digit year of the data capture, followed by the first three
letters of the month, and ending with the two-digit date of the day the trial took place. To
account for multiple subjects coming into the lab on the same day, a number is added at
the end to identify which captures correspond to which subject. For example, 2015Nov238

2 is the second subject whose data was recorded on November 23, 2015. Three sets of
captures are taken for all subjects; to identify them, the words “Static”, “Gait#”, and
“Cycling#” are added after the date and separated with an underscore. The numbers after
Gait and Cycling are explained in their appropriate section.
A full motion analysis system (Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA) was
used for these experiments. The motion analysis system includes the motion analysis
software Cortex, eight near-infrared cameras, two AMTI Accugait force plates (AMTI,
Watertown, MA), and a modified upright stationary bicycle (Life Fitness, Rosemont, IL).
This system is described in detail in the appendix B.3.1. The full design, build, and
validation of the modified static bicycle is found in Appendix B through Appendix E.
2.4.1

Static Trial
The static trial refers to a short motion capture (about 3 seconds). The subject must

have the retro-reflective markers on in the lower body HH
marker set pattern to record the static trial. The subject was
asked to stand in the center of the lab over the Accugait force
plates (in the capture volume). The capture is taken as the
subject stands still with the arms raised to avoid the hands
from covering any markers. The markers were identified and
their trajectories were processed (rectified, cubic joined, and
smoothed – see Appendix B.3.1 for more information). The
“HH_StaticToDynamic.Sky” Sky Script under the KinTools RT
library in Cortex was run to create the knee and ankle joint Figure

2.5
Cortex
representation of a subject
centers and to define the axis of rotation of these joints. Figure after the Sky Script is run.
Body segments are created
based on the identified
2.5 shows the visual result of running this script in Cortex.
markers.
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2.4.2

Gait Trial
Once the static trial was taken, the medial markers (knee and ankle) were

removed. Since the knee and ankle joints travel near the corresponding joint on the
opposite leg, the subjects may expand their stance to avoid hitting the medial markers
together. This stance expansion is not desired as it is a change from normal gait
biomechanics. Removing the four medial markers removes this artifact. The
“HH_StaticToDynamic.Sky” was used because the medial markers were removed. Cortex
uses the lateral and medial knee and ankle markers to define the axis of rotation for each
joint. If the medial markers are removed, Cortex uses this Sky Script to define the axis of
rotation of the joint with respect to the remaining markers.
While the static trial was being processed in Cortex, the subjects were asked to
walk across the force plates to figure out a starting position such that their gait was not
altered due to targeting the force plates. Gait trial recordings were started when the subject
felt comfortable with the starting distance and had completed a few successful gait trials.
For each subject, three successful trials were recorded for averaging. The trial number
was listed at the end of the file name. For example, 2015Nov23-2_Gait3 contains the data
for the third gait trial for the second subject recorded on November 23, 2015.
Once three trials were recorded, the captures were trimmed to only contain frames
where the subject is in the capture volume. The markers were identified and postprocessed in Cortex (using the “rectify trajectories”, “cubic join missing frames”, and
“smooth trajectories” options). The inverse dynamics solver was activated to calculate
knee loads. Data was exported in TRC files (marker positions – kinematic data) and in
DATA files (knee loads and Ground Reaction Force data – kinetic data). These file
extensions are explained in B.3.1. The frames with force plate data corresponding to the
first and last heel strike in the trial were noted. These frames were inputted into the
10

MATLAB code to create a percent stride vector and allow proper data formatting for
plotting. The MATLAB code is explained in detail in Appendix D.
2.4.3

Cycling Trial
After three gait trials were captured, the modified upright static bicycle was moved

into the capture volume. The bicycle was placed pointing towards the HMB computer as
seen in the schematic in figure B.20 (Appendix B.7). Care was taken so that the bicycle
ground supports were not resting on a force plate. The wires that connect the load cells to
the GEN 5 signal conditioners were extended outward, perpendicular to the orientation of
the bike in the room to minimize effects of cable inertia or tension on the pedals. The
ground supports of the bike were adjusted so the bike does not rock back and forth during
use. This set up is shown in figure 2.6. A step stool was provided to facilitate getting on
and off the bicycle. The pedals should not
be used as a step to get on or off the bike
as overloading may occur risking the
integrity of the load cells placed at the
pedals. The stationary bicycle was sized
for each subject by adjusting the seat and
handle bar positions so that when the pedal
is at bottom dead center (BDC) the knee is
almost fully extended, but not locked into
extension. The ball of the foot should rest
Figure 2.6 Upright stationary bicycle location
and set up for biomechanics experiments.

above of the axis of rotation of the pedal.

Two cycling captures were recorded for each subject. Each capture contains three
crank cycles (trials) used for averaging and processing. Subjects were asked to reach 70
RPM and hold that cadence as steady as possible on both captures. This cadence was
11

chosen because it is considered a moderate cadence. The first capture, named “Cycling1”,
corresponds to cycling at a resistance level of 10 out of 20. This resistance level is
considered low intensity. The high inertia of the flywheel at the back of the bike makes it
so that little effort is needed to maintain a steady cadence. This high inertia was also a
cause of concern as the pedals may remain in motion if the feet are removed suddenly. If
this happens the pedals may strike the feet or legs of the rider causing injuries. The riders
were told to slow down the bike in a controlled manner when the trial is finished to avoid
injury. The emergency brake was recommened as the best way to slow the bicycle down.
The second trial, named “Cycling2”, corresponds to a cycling resistance of 15 out 20. This
resistance level is considered moderate as pilot experiments showed could be held by an
average person for about 30 minutes.
The subjects started with their feet up on the frame of the bike so that nothing was
resting or touching the pedals (see figure 2.7). The ten pedal markers had to be seen at
the first frame of the trial. The first frame was used to auto-zero the load cell data. If the
ten markers were not seen, Cortex cannot create a virtual model of the load cells and
therefore cannot locate the force vector from the load cells in the virtual representation of
the lab space. Without this vector, auto-zeroing cannot be done. The load cells were also
auto-zeroed by pressing auto-zero botton on the GEN 5 signal conditioners. With autozeroing done and the markers visible, the capture was started. At this point, the subject
was able to put their feet on the pedals and HMB lab staff then strapped the subject to the
pedals. The long end of the pedal strap was flipped into itself to keep it from covering a
marker (see figure 2.8). As the HMB staff walked away from the bike, the load cells wires
were extended outwards, and the motion capture was started.
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Figure 2.7 Starting position for cycling experiments.
The feet of the rider are on the frame of the bike to
allow for load cell auto-zero.

Figure 2.8 Pedal strap is bent under
itself to avoid blocking a market.

The subject was asked to start pedaling to reach 70 RPM and to maintain that
cadence with a resistance level of 10 out of 20. Subjects obtained feedback on their
cadence from the computer display of the bicycle. The subjects were asked to anounce
when 70 RPM was being held constant, i.e. that the subject was in steady state cycling.
The recording time of this event was noted. After this point, and extra 5 to 15 seconds
were allowed to pass to ensure steady state was reached. From this point on, 15 more
seconds of steady state cycling were recorded and the capture was ended. Lastly, the
subject was unstrapped from the pedals. Only the data during the last 15 seconds of
steady state cycling was used for processing. No trimming of the capture was done. To
select this data, the frames corresponding to this time location were noted and inputted
into the MATLAB code. The process of the last two paragraphs was repeated once more
with a resistance level of 15 out of 20 (to record the second capture – Cycling2).
Marker trajectories were processed similarly to the gait data. The only difference
was that cycling data had ten extra markers for the pedals, which changes the marker set
used in Cortex. Once again, TRC and DATA files were exported to use in MATLAB. In
cycling, a crank cycle (full revolution) is a trial, therefore many trials were recorded in a
single capture. In gait, each capture contains a single trial.
13

2.4.4

Data Post-Processing
The kinetic (force plate and load cell data) and kinematic (camera data or marker

trajectories) data were exported as DATA and TRC files, respectively. These files were
brought into a custom MATLAB code for post-processing of the data. The code formatted
the TRC and DATA files for use in MATLAB, then selected the data from the range of
frames given in the user input. The crank angle and percent stride vectors were created
based on TRC data. The crank angle format is shown in figure 2.9. Top dead center (TDC)
is defined as zero degrees. Percent stride starts at heel strike. The data was organized in
matrices with the format expected by the rest of the code. Interpolation was used to have
all the data shown at the same crank angles for cycling and percent stride for gait. The
code averaged data for three gait trials and three cycling trials with both resistance levels
and plotted the averaged data. Knee results (three force components, three moment
components, and three angles) were plotted against crank angle for cycling data and
percent stride for gait data. Another

0

MATLAB code averaged the data for
populations (NW and OB) and exported
maximum and minimum values for all knee
270

90

forces, moments, and angles for each
subject in a Comma Separated Values
(CSV) file that was later used in the
statistical analysis. A full discussion and
180

detailed description of the MATLAB code is

Figure 2.9 Crank angle format.

given in Appendix D.
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2.5

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The maximum and minimum values of all sets of data were opened in Excel. The

magnitude of the maximum and minimum values for each load of each subject were
compared. The load with the largest magnitude was selected. The largest axial load was
always compression, whereas for Anterior-Posterior and Medial-Lateral shear loads the
magnitude and not direction was considered most important to study in the context of
cartilage damage. The values with largest magnitude in each force, moment, and angle
for each subject were organized in Excel for subsequent statistical analysis. There were
two factors in the analysis: BMI (NW and OB) and Exercise. The exercise factor had three
levels: Gait, Cycling1 (resistance level of 10 – low intensity cycling) and Cycling2
(resistance level of 15 – moderate intensity cycling). These exercises are hereafter
referred to as G, C1 and C2.
Minitab 17 (Minitab Inc., State College, PA) was used for statistical analysis of
experimental data. A repeated measures ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) was done to
explore the interactions between BMI and Exercise. The repeated factor was the exercise
level because each subject performed all the exercises. The data was also organized in
different ways to run one-way ANOVA tests. Three one-way ANOVAs were performed for
C1, C2, and G versus BMI to look for differences between OB and NW in each exercise.
Two one-way ANOVAs were performed for OB and NW versus Exercise to look for
differences between G, C1, and C2 in NW and OB populations. These latter one-way
ANOVAs were conducted so that if a difference is observed in the NW data, it would be
checked against the OB data to see if the result is observed in both populations. For
example, if the vertical knee force in the OB data is larger for G than it is for C1 or C2,
then the same load is compared in the NW data to see if this trend or result is observed
as well. Statistical significance was defined as p < 0.05. Any significant result seen at any
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step in the ANOVA tests was followed up with a Post-hoc Tukey test. Next, the maximum
values of all loads for all subjects were plotted against BMI. A t-test was done on the slope
of the regression line. The t-test was performed in Excel, using the “Regression” option
under the “Data Analysis” menu. Again, statistical significance was define as p < 0.05. The
t-test on the slope of the regression line was done to look for correlations between
maximum loads and BMI. The slope of the regression line shows if there is a trend in the
data. If the slope of the regression line is equal to zero, no trend is present in the data.
This t-test shows if the slope of the regression line is statistically different to zero.
As a final test, a power study was performed to obtain sample sizes needed to
observe significant differences in each knee load (force and moments) for both
populations. The “Two sample using average values” calculator by DSS Research [16]
was used for this analysis. This calculator requires the average and standard deviation
(SD) for the two groups being compared. In this case, the groups were NW and OB. The
alpha or confidence level, α, was set to 5% which corresponds to a 95% confidence
interval. The beta error level was set to 20% which corresponds to 80% statistical power.
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS
The gait and cycling biomechanics experiments investigated the effects of BMI and
Exercise (Ex) type on knee joint loads and angles. The experimental results were
summarized using mean and one standard deviation. Reduced results are reported below.
Comprehensive experimental data is listed in Appendix A.
The positive directions for Anterior-Posterior (FA-P) and Medial-Lateral (FM-L) force
components were the anterior and lateral directions, respectively. The axial (FAX)
component was defined as positive for compression. Valgus, extension, and external
rotation were positive directions for Varus-Valgus (MV-V), Flexion-Extension (MF-E), and
Internal-External Rotation (MIR-ER) moments, respectively. Similarly, valgus, flexion, and
internal rotation were defined as positive directions for Varus-Valgus (V-V angle), FlexionExtension (F-E angle), and Internal-External Rotation (IR-ER angle) angles, respectively.
Table 3.1 describes the naming convention of knee forces, moments, and angles.
Table 3.1 Knee force, moment, and angle naming and direction description.

Load
Anterior-Posterior Force
Medial-Lateral Force
Compression Force
Varus-Valgus Moment
Flexion-Extension Moment
Internal-External Rotation Moment
Varus-Valgus Angle
Flexion-Extension Angle
Internal-External Rotation Angle

Name
FA-P
FM-L
FAX
MV-V
MF-E
MIR-ER
V-V Angle
F-E Angle
IR-ER Angle
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Positive Direction
Anterior
Lateral
Compression
Valgus
Extension
External Rotation
Valgus
Flexion
Internal Rotation

3.1

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The mean and standard deviation (SD) for each maximum knee force, moment,

and angle are reported for each exercise and population (Mean ± 1 SD) in table 3.2 and
represented in figures 3.1 – 3.3. Figure 3.1 shows the force component results, figure 3.2
depicts the results for the moment components, while figure 3.3 compares knee angles
against BMI and exercise factors. It can be observed from the figures that gait produced
larger forces and moments than cycling in all components. The data also indicated OB
subjects had higher forces and moments in all components than NW subjects in gait.
However, this trend was not as prevalent when comparing NW and OB loads in cycling
(C1 or C2). When looking at cycling data only, there is not a noticeable increase in knee
joint loads between C1 and C2 as well as between NW and OB subjects. Last, knee joint
angle magnitudes were comparable to each other in cycling for both BMI levels. In gait,
however, the angle differences between NW and OB were accentuated. Figure 3.4
displays the averaged gait data for NW and OB subjects. Figure 3.5 shows the averaged
cycling data for NW and OB at both cycling intensities (C1 and C2).
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30.5 ± 8.7

30.0 ± 16.7

MIR-ER [Nm]

IR-ER Angle [deg]

49.8 ± 19.5

MF-E [Nm]

45.0 ± 11.1

71.0 ± 36.0

MV-V [Nm]

F-E Angle [deg]

1130 ± 147

FAX [N]

9.6 ± 3.8

123.0 ± 47.4

FM-L [N]

V-V Angle [deg]

334.4 ± 168

OB

FA-P [N]

Knee Load

G

51.2 ± 36.0

41.8 ± 21.1

13.2 ± 5.9

25.6 ± 8.7

40.3 ± 11.4

54.6 ± 18.7

797 ± 14

86.5 ± 31.0

287.8 ± 19.2

NW

17.9 ± 10.8

105.7 ± 4.6

5.8 ± 2.8

2.8 ± 1.0

28.4 ± 4.6

13.3 ± 3.7

155 ± 30

30.0 ± 10.0

61.7 ± 16.6

OB

C2

14.8 ± 4.5

101.6 ± 2.3

6.6 ± 1.1

3.1 ± 1.9

25.6 ± 7.1

13.3 ± 7.1

143 ± 30

32.4 ± 18.8

63.3 ± 20.8

NW

C1

18.2 ± 10.4

104.9 ± 6.0

5.9 ± 2.7

2.4 ± 1.2

23.9 ± 12.3

11.9 ± 3.4

81.2 ± 22.1

25.2 ± 3.4

45.6 ± 17.1

OB

Table 3.2 Reduced experimental results. Maximum values shown are Mean ± 1 SD.

16.4 ± 3.9

102.6 ± 2.8

6.1 ± 0.7

2.2 ± 1.0

15.3 ± 4.1

7.3 ± 3.7

105 ± 25

18.5 ± 9.4

34.7 ± 12.9

NW

A 600

NW

OB

FA-P [N]

400

200

0
C1

C2

G

C1

C2

G

C1

C2

G

B 200

FM-L [N]

150

100

50

0
C 1600

FAX [N]

1200

800

400

0
Figure 3.1 Calculated knee joint forces for normal weight and obese populations in gait and
cycling. A.) Anterior force. B.) Lateral force. C.) Compressive force. Note values are mean
and 1 SD.
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MV-V [Nm]

A 120

NW

OB

80

40

0

C1

C2

G

C1

C2

G

C1

C2

G

B 80

MF-E [Nm]

60

40

20

0

C 50

MIR-ER [Nm]

40
30
20
10
0
Figure 3.2 Calculated knee joint moments for normal weight and obese populations in gait
and cycling. A.) Valgus moment. B.) Extension moment. C.)External rotation moment. Note
values are mean and 1 SD.
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A 25

NW

OB

V-V Angle [deg]

20
15
10
5
0
C1

C2

G

C1

C2

G

C1

C2

G

F-E Angle [deg]

B 120

80

40

0

C 100

IR-ER Angle [deg]

80
60
40
20
0
Figure 3.3 Calculated knee joint angles for normal weight and obese populations in gait
and cycling. A.) Valgus angle. B.) Flexion angle. C.) Internal rotation angle. Note values
are mean and 1 SD.
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Figure 3.4 Averaged gait data for NW and OB populations.
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Figure 3.5 Averaged cycling data for NW and OB population at both cycling intensities.
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3.2

STATISTICAL RESULTS

3.2.1

ANOVA Results
Three ANOVA tests were run. The p-values for all ANOVA test performed are listed

in table 3.3. Statistical significance is indicated with an asterisk (p < 0.05). Marginal
significance is reported with a plus sign (0.05 < p < 0.10). The repeated measures ANOVA
test only showed statistically different interactions for the vertical force component.
Likewise, the one-way ANOVA test for G vs. BMI showed significance for the vertical knee
force only. Meanwhile, the NW vs. Ex and OB vs. Ex one-way ANOVA tests showed
significance in almost every level, meaning that the exercises performed showed statistical
differences when compared to each other, regardless of BMI. Last, the C1 vs. BMI and
C2 vs. BMI one-way ANOVA tests showed no significance at every level, meaning that
were no statistically significant differences found in the forces, moments, and knee angles,
regardless of BMI or cycling intensity.
Table 3.3 ANOVA tests p-values. BMI vs Ex shows values for the repeated measures ANOVA. All
other fields represent the one-way ANOVA tests.

p-values

BMI vs Ex

NW v Ex

OB v Ex

G v BMI

C1 v BMI

C2 v BMI

FA-P

0.782

< 0.001 *

0.004 *

0.601

0.346

0.906

FM-L

0.320

0.004 *

0.001 *

0.244

0.228

0.831

FAX

< 0.001 *

< 0.001 *

< 0.001 *

0.004 *

0.196

0.596

MV-V

0.633

0.001 *

0.005 *

0.450

0.119

0.986

MF-E

0.745

0.006 *

0.053 +

0.433

0.236

0.529

MIR-ER

0.816

< 0.001 *

0.004 *

0.653

0.820

0.845

V-V Angle

0.611

0.033 *

0.194

0.350

0.850

0.610

F-E Angle

0.983

< 0.001 *

< 0.001 *

0.793

0.501

0.159

IR-ER Angle
0.269
0.063 +
0.183
0.307
* denotes statistically significant results (p < 0.05)
+ indicates marginally significant results (0.05 < p < 0.10)

0.751

0.612
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3.2.2

Tukey Test Results
The Tukey tests results are outlined below. Gait and cycling (C1 or C2) data for

normal weight subjects are named NW-G and NW-C#, respectively. Likewise, gait and
cycling data for obese subjects are named OB-G and OB-C#.
3.2.2.1 Exercise vs. BMI (Repeated Measures ANOVA + Tukey Test):
The only statistical significance observed in the repeated ANOVA test was found
in the FAX force component (p < 0.001). Tukey test revealed OB-G axial knee force was
larger than NW-G. Furthermore, it was found that NW-G had higher loads than all cycling
trials (NW-C2, OB-C2, NW-C1, and OB-C1).
3.2.2.2 NW or OB vs. Exercise (1 way ANOVA + Tukey Test):
The Tukey test revealed that gait had larger loads than cycling in almost all load
components for both NW and OB subjects (p < 0.033). NW-G had larger loads than NWC1 and NW-C2 for FA-P, FM-L, FAX, MV-V, and MIR-ER. Furthermore, NW-G had larger MF-E
magnitude than NW-C1. Similarly, OB-G showed increased loads than OB-C1 and OBC2 for FA-P, FM-L, FAX, MV-V, and MIR-ER. However, MF-E was marginally significant in the OB
trials, suggesting larger sample sizes may show differences in this component. It is worth
nothing that there are significant differences in MF-E in NW but not in OB trials.
There were significant differences observed in knee angles. NW-C2 and NW-C1
showed larger magnitudes for F-E angles than NW-G. NW-C1 also showed larger V-V
angles than NW-G. Furthermore, OB-C2 and OB-C1 had larger F-E angles than OB-G.
The V-V angle significance observed in NW subjects was not found in OB subjects. There
was no statistical differences among other levels, however, marginally significant results
were observed in IR-ER angle for NW subjects (p = 0.063) and MF-E for OB subjects (p =
0.053).
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3.2.2.3 Gait or Cycling vs. BMI (1 way ANOVA + Tukey Test):
There were no statistically significant differences observed in cycling (C1 or C2)
between OB and NW. Only the FAX was significant in G between NW and OB. It was
observed that OB-G > NW-G (p = 0.004).
3.2.3

Regression Line Tests
Figure 3.6 plots knee force components for G, C1, and C2 against BMI. Figure 3.7

plots knee moment components for the same exercise factors. The R2 values are shown
for all sets of data. The highest R2 value is 0.8218 which was observed in FAX gait data.
The p-values for the t-test analyses of the regression slopes are shown in table 3.4. The
results showed that only the trend for the compression force, FAX, for gait was significant
(p = 0.002), i.e. the slope of the regression line of FAX vs. BMI for G is statistically different
than zero. The slope of the regression line for FAX for gait is 24.8, meaning that as BMI
increases, the compressive load in the knee increases as well. Last, marginally significant
results include FM-L in G (p = 0.084) and MV-V in C1 (p = 0.076).
Table 3.4 T-test on the slope of the regression line for Exercise vs. BMI. * denotes statistically
significant results (p < 0.05). + denotes marginally significant results (0.05 < p < 0.10).

Exercise
C1
C2
G

p-values for slope of regression line Exercise vs BMI
FA-P
FM-L
FAX
MV-V
MF-E
MIR-ER
0.322
0.168
0.311
0.076 +
0.248
0.751
0.817
0.835
0.835
0.889
0.629
0.747
0.450
0.084 +
0.002 *
0.218
0.422
0.352
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Figure 3.6 Knee forces for cycling and gait vs. BMI. A.) Anterior-Posterior force. B.) MedialLateral force. C.) Axial (compressive) force.
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Figure 3.7 Knee moments for cycling and gait vs. BMI. A.) Varus-Valgus moment. B.) FlexionExtension moment. C.) Internal-External Rotation moment.
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3.2.4

Power Analysis
The ANOVA and t-test analyses showed there were some factors and interactions

that were marginally significant (0.05 < p < 0.10), suggesting a larger sample size might
have shown additional statistical differences. These values were the IR-ER angle for the
NW vs. Ex one-way ANOVA (p = 0.063), the MF-E for the OB vs. Ex one-way ANOVA (p
= 0.053), and in the t-test analyses of the regression slopes, FM-L in gait (p = 0.084) and
the MV-V in C1 (p = 0.076). As a last step, a power analysis was done on the cycling data
to find out the sample sizes needed to see statistical differences not observed in this
analysis due to having too small of a sample size. Table 3.5 and table 3.6 show the
averages, SD, and sample size (SS) calculated for C1 and C2 data, respectively. For C1
data, the lateral and compressive force as well as the varus and extension moments have
sample sizes under 14 meaning a viable experiment could be done to find these statistical
differences. For C2 data only the flexion angle has a small sample size (n = 10) suggesting
a statistical difference may be present.
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Table 3.5 Sample size calculation results for C1 data.

NW
FA-P
FM-L
FAX
MV-V
MF-E
MIR-ER
V-V Angle
F-E Angle
IR-ER Angle

Ave
34.7
18.5
105.2
7.3
15.3
2.2
6.1
102.6
16.4

OB
SD
12.9
9.4
24.6
3.7
4.1
1.0
0.7
2.8
3.9

Ave
45.6
25.2
81.2
11.9
23.9
2.4
5.9
104.9
18.2

SS
SD
17.1
3.4
22.1
3.4
12.3
1.2
2.7
6.0
10.4

24
14
12
7
14
438
637
48
224

Table 3.6 Sample size calculation results for C2 data.

NW
FA-P
FM-L
FAX
MV-V
MF-E
MIR-ER
V-V Angle
F-E Angle
IR-ER Angle

Ave
63.3
32.4
143.0
13.3
25.6
3.1
6.6
101.6
14.8

OB
SD
20.8
18.8
29.6
7.1
7.1
1.9
1.1
2.3
4.5
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Ave
61.7
30.0
154.8
13.3
28.4
2.8
5.8
105.7
17.9

SS
SD
16.6
10.0
30.4
3.7
4.6
1.0
2.8
4.6
10.8

1641
498
79
77584
55
592
86
10
86

CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION
4.1

REPEATED MEASURES ANOVA
Only the axial knee load was significant in the repeated measures ANOVA (p <

0.001). The Tukey test showed that gait had larger knee loads than cycling (C1 and C2)
for OB and NW subjects. Furthermore, the axial load for OB gait was higher than NW gait.
This suggests that OB subjects in gait have the highest axial knee loads, followed by NW
subjects in gait, and cycling creates the lowest axial loads. Gait is a weight-bearing activity
therefore a higher axial load compared to cycling was expected. Likewise, OB subjects
must carry more mass than NW subjects, increasing the axial knee loads. However,
finding no differences for cycling data between NW and OB subjects was not expected.
This could be due to the small sample size used in this experiment. The power analysis
suggested that statistically significant differences could be found in FM-L, FAX, MV-V, and MFE

with a sample size of 14 subjects and in FA-P with 24 subjects for C1. Statistically

significant differences could be found in F-E angle for C2 with only 10 subjects.
4.2

ONE-WAY ANOVA

4.2.1

NW vs. Exercise
The one-way ANOVA test found significant differences for almost every variable

measured (p < 0.033). Tukey tests showed that G loads were higher than cycling loads at
both intensities for all force components and for the valgus and external rotation moments.
The extension moment had a higher magnitude for G when compared with C1 while no
significant difference was observed with C2. The knee angle data showed G had higher
valgus angles than C1. Lastly, FE angles were larger in cycling than in gait. The three
knee force components and the valgus and external rotation moments were higher for G
than cycling. This was expected as gait is a weight-bearing exercise. The extension
moment showed no significant difference between C2, C1 and G.
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Last, the knee flexion angles were larger in cycling than in gait. This is expected
because gait does not require large flexion angles while cycling uses a larger range of
flexion angles. It was also found that the valgus angle is larger for G than it is in C1. Due
to the way the valgus angle (and internal rotation angle) are defined in Cortex and the
limitations discussed below, the results for knee angles should be interpreted with caution.
4.2.2

OB vs. Exercise
Similarly to the NW vs Ex one-way ANOVA, all knee force components and the

valgus and external rotation moments were larger for G than cycling, regardless of cycling
intensity (p < 0.005). The flexion angle was larger for cycling than for gait. There were no
significant differences for the extension moment. The extension moment mean values for
C1, C2, and G were 23.9 Nm, 28.4 Nm, and 49.8 Nm, respectively. It can be seen that
these values were closer to each other than in the case of C1 and G on the previous
ANOVA test, which could cause the statistical significance to disappear. It is worth nothing
that the extension moment in this ANOVA test was marginally significant for G, C1, and
C2 for OB subjects (p = 0.053), therefore having more subjects might bring out statistical
significance.
4.2.3

G vs. BMI
This ANOVA test showed that OB axial gait loads were higher than NW gait loads

(p = 0.004), confirming a portion of the findings in the repeated measures ANOVA. This
difference could be due to higher body mass carried by OB subjects since gait is a weightbearing exercise. No other statistically significant results were observed.
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4.2.4

C1 and C2 vs. BMI
No statistically significant results were observed from these ANOVA tests. It was

expected that OB subjects would have higher loads during cycling than NW subjects. The
lack of this trend could be due to the small sample size or to OB effects (increased mass
and inertial effects) not being as dominant since the majority of the weight of the subject
is rested on the seat and handle bars and not supported by the knee joint. A power
analysis was done to estimate the sample size needed to find statistically significant
results (see section 4.3.2).
4.3

REGRESSION STATISTICS

4.3.1

T-Test on the Slope of the Regression Line
It was expected that differences between NW and OB subjects in cycling would be

observed, however, this was not the case. The only statistically significant result in the
regressions test was found in FAX data for gait (p = 0.002). This suggests that FAX loads in
gait increase as BMI increases likely due to the weight-bearing nature of the activity. This
was also expected as the one-way ANOVA indicated statistically significant results at this
level (p = 0.004). Marginally significant results were also observed in FM-L for G (p = 0.084)
and MV-V for C1 (p = 0.076). The corresponding one-way ANOVA tests for C1 and G did
not show statistically significant or marginally significant results for these levels, however,
these were the lowest non-significant p-vales in the test, which could suggest that larger
sample sizes could reveal significant differences at these levels. The fact that MV-V is
marginally significant in C1 and not significant in C2 could be due to the cycling intensity
dominating the load response and covering inertial effects in knee loads.
4.3.2

Sample Size Power Study
The sample size power study showed several knee loads in C1 could show

statistically significant differences between NW and OB subjects if a larger sample size is
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used. These loads include FA-P (24 subjects), FM-L (14 subjects), FAX (12 subjects), MV-V (7
subjects), and MF-E (14 subjects). The test also suggested that the F-E angle in C2 could
exhibit statistically significant results with a sample size of 10 subjects per population (NW
and OB). Some of these sample sizes require sizeable resources to perform these
experiments. For example FA-P for C1 would require close to 50 subjects be tested (24
NW, 24 OB). Other loads not mentioned include F-E angle in C1 (48 NW, 48 OB), and FAX
(79 NW, 79 OB) and MF-E (55 NW, 55 OB) in C2. Other values required larger sample
sizes, suggesting that there is not a statistically significant difference or trend in these
results.
4.4

COMPARISONS TO PUBLISHED VALUES

4.4.1

Gait
Gait data was compared to two published studies. Lerner et al. explored the effects

of walking speed on knee resultant loads [17]. All experimental forces and moments
followed the same trend as the values published by Lerner even if the same force or
moment magnitudes, or exact percent stride location was not matched. FA-P was mostly
anterior, FM-L was mostly lateral, and FAX was compressive for all percent stride values .FAP

and FM-L switch over (to posterior and medial, respectively) occurred at similar percent

stride values when compared to the published values. All loads had low magnitudes after
~60% stride, which was also seen in the published values. The low loads occur during the
swing phase of gait. Any slight differences between experimental and published data could
be attributed to the different walking speeds used by Lerner et al. and the use of normal
weight subjects. Browning and Kram explored the effects of obesity in knee flexion angles
at different walking speeds [5]. The maximum F-E angle occurred at about 70% stride in
experimental and published data for NW and OB subjects. There was a local maximum
for F-E angles at about 20% stride seen on both sets of data for NW subjects. This effect
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was not seen in experimental OB data. The published values showed decreased OB
walking speed decreased the local maximum at 20% stride until it is almost gone at about
0.5 m/s. Any differences in the published values with experimental results could be due to
the different walking speeds used in the experiments. Browning and Kram used a walking
speed range of 0.5 m/s to 1.75 m/s, while this study used self-selected walking speeds.
The average NW self-selected gait speed was 1.17 ± 0.10 m/s, while average gait OB
self-selected speed was 1.17 ± 0.05 m/s (Mean ± 1 SD).
4.4.2

Cycling
Cycling data was compared to data published by Ruby et al. [13]. It was noted that

all cycling knee forces and moments increased at around the same crank angle values,
maintaining a similar shape throughout the crank angle range. FA-P, FM-L, and FAX had
maximum loads between 70 and 90 degrees crank angle and minimum values at around
200-250 degrees crank angle. This trend was seen in the published data though the
magnitude of the peaks was larger in published data and the crank angles for these peaks
did not match experimental results exactly. These differences could be explained by the
sample size, rider weight, and rider experience. This study used 4 NW and 4 OB subjects
whose riding experience was defined as amateur. Meanwhile, Ruby et al. used 11 NW
subjects and rider experience ranged from commuter to Category 3 racer [13]. The
experienced riders may increase the peak values for each knee load and ride different to
amateurs which could create maximum and minimum peaks at different crank angles.
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4.5

LIMITATIONS
This study is limited by several factors. Due to this care must be taken when

analyzing the results obtained.
4.5.1

Soft Tissue Artifact
The knee joint load calculations assume that the markers track bone position which

is modeled as a rigid body. However, the markers are placed on top of muscle and adipose
tissue, whose movement may differ from the true path of the bone (rigid body). This effect
is referred to as soft tissue artifact (STA) and is a primary source of error that propagates
in the knee joint load results [18] [19] [20]. This study did not correct for STA. A few ways
have been proposed to deal with STA. Benoit et al. proposed a standard error of
measurement to compensate for STA errors in marker position [18]. Andriacchi et al.
developed a cluster method to reduce the effect of STA in kinematic data [19].
4.5.2

Marker Set Placement
The Helen Hayes marker set was used to measure knee angles. Misalignment of

markers on anatomical landmarks may introduce crosstalk between knee angles. Figure
3.4 shows an increase in gait V-V and F-E angle magnitudes at around 70% to 80% stride.
Figure 3.5 shows a synchronized increase in magnitude for all knee angles during cycling
at a crank angles close to 180 degrees. Knee axes misalignment could cause parts of the
larger F-E angles to be recorded as V-V or IR-ER, increasing these angles at the same
crank angle as the large F-E angles occur. While knee F-E angle has a large range of
motion, V-V and IR-ER angles have a smaller range of motion which makes them more
susceptible to marker position error. This error could come from the accuracy of the motion
analysis cameras or from the accuracy of the marker placement on anatomical landmarks.
For instance, the definition of the knee joint axes has a large effect on the V-V angle and
has been attributed to the variation in V-V angle values in the literature [21]. Misplacement
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of knee markers combined with errors in marker position due to camera accuracy change
the definition of the knee joint axes in Cortex which in turn changes the calculated V-V
and IR-ER angles. The poor accuracy in V-V and IR-ER knee angles could explain the 25
degree difference in cycling IR-ER angles. For these reasons, care must be taken when
analyzing the knee angle results as the measurements are not reliable enough to
confidently measure V-V and IR-ER knee joint angles.
Marker placement errors in OB subjects are likely incremented due to increased
adipose tissue, especially in the abdominal area, which made anatomical landmark
location challenging. Also, once an anatomical position is found, the adipose tissue makes
the marker be placed farther away from that landmark than in NW subjects which could
change subject modeling and calculated results in Cortex. The ASIS markers are the most
affected by these issues. Last, the adipose tissue increases the effect of STA in OB
subjects. There were not corrections for these effects in this study.
4.5.3

Resultant Load vs. Joint Contact Force
Cortex calculates three force components and three moment components. These

resultant loads are the forces and moments needed at the knee joint to balance the force
and moment equations described in Appendix B. These equations use Ground Reaction
Forces (GRF) and kinematic data only. Resultant forces differ from joint contact loads, or
the load seen by the cartilage tissue. To calculate joint contact force the muscle forces
must be included in the analysis. Muscle forces are the largest contributors to the joint
contact force between the femur and the tibia [22]. In order to accurately determine the
effect of BMI and Exercise on the cartilage tissue, the joint contact force must be
estimated, not the resultant knee loads. This can and should be done in future studies
using OpenSim static optimization solver, possibly using EMG-driven analyses [23].
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Electromyography (EMG) is often used in biomechanics experiments because of
the relationship between muscle EMG and muscle tension. EMG can give information in
muscle activation and is the primary signal to describe muscular system input [24]. EMG
was not used in this study. The use of EMG data could improve the modeling done by
Cortex by introducing muscle forces. Besides GRF and inertial effects, muscle forces
increase the compressive knee loads. EMG data can improve the accuracy of the
estimated knee joint contact force by accounting for which muscles are activated and
estimating the force applied by each of them.
4.6

CONCLUSIONS
The specific objectives of this study were to determine if (1) cycling produces lower

knee resultant loads when compared to gait for normal weight and obese subjects, (2)
obese subjects produce higher knee resultant loads than normal weight subjects while
cycling, and (3) obese subjects have higher knee resultant loads than normal weight
individuals in gait. This study’s objectives were aimed at determining if cycling is a
preferred weight-loss exercise to walking due to decreased knee resultant loads which
may reduce the risk of developing knee OA. It was found that cycling, even at moderate
intensities, has lower resultant load magnitudes than gait for normal weight and obese
subjects. Also, it was found that obese subjects have higher axial knee loads than normal
weight subjects for gait. Finally, the results suggest there are no differences in knee
resultant loads between normal weight and obese subjects in cycling. When comparing
cycling and gait as potential weight control exercises, cycling produced lower knee loads
for both NW and OB subjects and, furthermore, cycling substantially reduced or eliminated
differences in knee loads observed between NW and OB subjects (as observed in gait)
thereby restoring OB knee biomechanics to normal levels. In conclusion, the results
suggest cycling to be a preferred weight-loss exercise (as compared to walking) for obese
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subjects as knee resultant forces and moments are lower, but more work needs to be
done to address the limitations, especially correcting for STA, calculating joint contact
loads instead of joint resultant loads, and increasing the sample size.
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Table A.1 NW subject data.
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Table A.2 OB subject data.
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B:

DESIGN
The following sections describe the design process and considerations taken in

the development of the pedal system and the modification of the upright static bicycle.
This includes the system requirements, the equipment used, the assembly concept, the
modifications planned, and the integration of the system with a motion analysis system.
B.1

System Requirements
The upright static bicycle is intended to be used in biomechanics experiments and

thus has to meet certain requirements. These requirements should allow for repeatable,
reliable measurements of forces at the feet of the rider, as well as output data in the
standard format (against crank angle) to easily compare results with published results.
Some requirements include data quality, unmodified biomechanics on the static bicycle
compared to normal (unmodified) bicycles, and integration with the Motion Analysis
system to be used in cycling biomechanics experiments. Table B.1 lists the requirements
defined at the beginning of the project and a planned way to test its fulfillment.

Table B.1 System requirements and testing plan.

Spec

Parameter Description

Compliance

1

Bike must not change rider kinematics

2

Wires and added mass (load cells) at pedals must
not change rider feel

Test/Analysis

3

Measure forces and moments in three dimensions

Inspection

4

Load cell data must not be affected by vibrations

Inspection

5

Integrate with motion analysis system

Test

6

Output data in crank angle (standard)

Inspection

7

Modified pedal must support expected maximum
loading
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Test

Analysis

Adherence to each of the parameters described above is imperative for the
success of the project. More details about each parameter follow:


Rider feel of the modified bicycle is important to help the riders maintain the cycling
position and aid the rider ignore the testing equipment. If the load cells change the
foot position with respect to the original position (i.e. no load cells present),
kinematics may be changed for the rider, yielding different knee loads. If the rider
is conscious of the test equipment, they may alter their biomechanics.



If the wires attached to the bicycle or the added mass at the pedals by the load
cells change the rider experience of the bicycle, the rider may change riding
position or riding effort, deviating from normal cycling knee loads.



The modified pedals must record forces and moments in three orthogonal
directions so a three dimensional inverse dynamics problem can be solved looking
for resultant knee loading during cycling.



Vibrations may alter the load cell data, which in turn can propagate through the
calculations, giving calculated knee loads that are noisy and/or not usable.
Vibrations must be controlled in order to ensure the quality of the data.



The integration of the modified static bicycle with the motion analysis system
already present at the HMB Lab is essential since this is the system used to run
biomechanics experiments.



The output format for the knee load data makes comparing results with published
values in the literature possible. These comparisons are needed as a way of
validating the results obtained with the system.



The modified pedal and load cells must be able to support the expected loads. A
failure of these parts would stall any study involving the system. A search of
published values can help determine an expected range.
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The parameters that have to do with the feel of the modified static bicycle (how
riders experience the bicycle) can be validated by testing (asking volunteers to ride the
bicycle and provide feedback) and analysis (to see effect of added mass at pedals on
rider). Load cell data quality can be inspected by plotting the data obtained from the load
cells and checking for three force and moment components as well as smoothness of data
(removing noise from data). The integration of the modified bicycle with the motion
analysis system can be tested by running an experiment. If an experiment can be
performed successfully, the integration with the system is complete. Crank angle output
can be done by having a custom code process the data and provide the desired format.
Lastly, the ability of the modified pedals to hold expected loading can be checked by
preforming stress analysis.
B.2

Pedal Concept
It was known that load cells had to be used and placed at the petals. A force plate

is far too large to be placed in this location. The initial idea was to place the load cells on
top of the pedals. This may bring a problem as the distance of the foot with respect to the
crank center is different when the
pedal is at top dead center (TDC) or
r+h

at bottom dead center (BDC).
Figure B.1 describes this. At TDC,
the distance from the crank center
r-h

r

is larger than when the pedal is at
BDC.

h

Figure B.1 Assembly with load cell on top of pedal.
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To solve this issue the
load cell can be lowered into the
r

pedal. This would require that
the pedal have no spindle. By
locating the load cell so that the

r
foot of the rider is placed at the
same

location

it

would

be

located for a normal, unmodified
pedal, the same rider experience

Figure B.2 Proposed load cell position within pedal body.

can be achieved. Figure B.2 shows the geometry with the proposed load cell location. The
differences in foot location with respect to the crank center at TDC compared to BDC are
greatly reduced. In this figure, the thickness of the pedal is assumed negligible compared
to the thickness of the lead cell.
B.3

Equipment
The equipment selection is described in the following section. Included are the

motion analysis system, the load cells, the upright static bicycle, and the pedals. The last
three were obtained with the proposed assembly mentioned above in mind. It was
important that the static bicycle selected allowed for easy retro-fitting and that the pedals
have no spindle and a bearing system that can support the expected loads.
B.3.1 Motion Analysis System
The HMB Lab has a complete motion analysis system. This system includes the
software Cortex, eight near-infrared Owl Cameras (Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa
Rosa, CA), AMTI Accugait force plates for gait experiments (AMTI, Watertown, MA), and
a NI USB 6218 data acquisition system (National Instruments, Austin, TX). A gait-focused
description follows.
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To run biomechanics experiments, subjects
have retro-reflective markers attached at specific
anatomical landmarks. The markers are located on
the body based on the specific marker set used for
the experiments. These markers attach to the skin
using stickers and Velcro pieces (see figure B.3).
The Owl Cameras emit a near-infrared (750 nm
wavelength) light using an array of LEDs located
around the lens of the camera. This light hits the
markers and bounces back into the lens, picking up
the position of the markers in the two dimensional
field of view of the camera. The cameras are

Figure B.3 Retro-reflective marker on
positioned and optimized to pick up markers in the subject.

middle of the room, hereby called the capture volume. One camera is defined as the
master camera. The master camera outputs the clock signal (square wave with frequency
equating frames per second recorded) used for data synchronization.
Cortex is a motion analysis software developed by Motion Analysis Corporation
that receives information from the infrared cameras and all the force plates and load cells,
synchronizes all kinematic (camera) and kinetic (force plates and load cells) data, and
solves the inverse dynamics problem to calculate resultant knee joint loads. This software
knows the position and orientation of all the cameras in the system. These settings have
been input during the system set up and calibration. The cameras have been represented
relative to one another in the software. When a camera picks up a maker, the information
is used by Cortex to calculate the position of the marker in the room. At least two cameras
must pick up the marker for the system to accurately position it in the global coordinate
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system (virtual representation of the lab space). One camera is able to locate a marker in
two dimensions based on its field of view. When two cameras are able to see the same
marker, the location of the marker can be found by combining both fields of view. This
triangulation requires two cameras to see the marker, but the more cameras see the same
marker, the more accurate the positions can be. Once a marker has been located, Cortex
stores its position in the global coordinate system using x, y, and z directions. Tools in the
graphic user interface of the software allow the user to name each marker based on the
anatomical position of the marker and expected marker set used. Sometimes a marker
can be lost by the system, leaving frames with missing markers or with marker confusion
(the system cannot follow the path of the marker correctly). The marker trajectories can
be processed using a cubic joint tool (to fill in frames missing position information) and a
low pass, two-pass, forth order, zero phase shift Butterworth filter [25] (to smooth marker
trajectories and reduce noise). Figure B.4 shows a screen shoot of Cortex in use.

Figure B.4 Cortex graphical interface. Gait trial shown with markers already identified.
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Each marker must be named for the system to recognize it and determine which
body part each marker belongs to. This nomenclature is done using a marker set. A marker
set is a template for locating retro-reflective markers on subjects at standard anatomical
positions. The Helen Hayes (HH) marker set is often used in biomechanics experiments
at the HMB Lab. Figure B.5 shows the anatomical locations used in the lower body HH
marker set. Table B.2 shows the name of each marker set based on the numbers in the
figure and their rough location. The HH marker set was selected to use the predefined
SkyScript (Cortex code language) files that model the subject based on that marker set.
While the HH marker set is simple to implement and modeling tools are readely available
in Cortex, there are some limitations to it. The lateral and medial ankle markers define the
axis of rotation for the anke. The heel and toe markers define the direction of the foot.
These too markers are insufifient to fully define foot orientiaon, for example rotation of the
foot about its axis. Furthermore, the varus/valgus angle at the knee is very small. The error
in marker position may be too large to accurately predict this knee angle.

Figure B.5 Helen Hayes marker position.
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Table B.2 Helen Hayes marker set description.

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Name
R.ASIS
L.ASIS
V.Sacral
R.Thigh
R.Knee
R.Shank
R.Ankle
R.Heel
R.Toe
L.Thigh
L.Knee
L.Shank
L.Ankle
L.Heel
L.Toe
R.Knee.Medial
R.Ankle.Medial
L.Knee.Medial
L.Ankle.Medial

Anatomical Location
Right Anterior Superior Iliac Spine
Left Anterior Superior Iliac Spine
Sacrum
Right Thigh (Anterior)
Right Lateral Condyle
Right Shank (Anterior)
Right Lateral Malleolus
Right Calcaneus
Between Second and Third Metatarsal Right Foot
Left Thigh (Anterior)
Left Lateral Condyle
Left Shank (Anterior)
Left Lateral Malleolus
Left Calcaneus
Between Second and Third Metatarsal Left Foot
Right Medial Condyle
Right Medial Malleolus
Left Medial Condyle
Left Medial Malleolus

The process to use Cortex is quickly described next:


Calibraiton: Tells the system where all the cameras and force plates are in the
room and allows the system to determine the error of the marker positoins.



Marker Set Identification: To record data, a marker set must be decided on. This
marker set will define the modeling possible in Cortex.



Marker Set Placement: Retro-reflective markers are placed on the subject at the
anatomical landmarks corresponding to the marker set.



Data Adquisition: Run the experiment and have Cortex record the data.



Marker Identification: Use the graphical user interface (GUI) to name each marker
in a frame.
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Marker Processing: “Rectify” (extending marker identification across all frames),
“Cubic Join” (filling gaps in marker trajectory), and “Smooth” (filtering) tools are
used in the GUI of Cortex.



Modeling: Use of the SkyScripts to model the marker set. This creates a virtual
representation of the body segments in the virtual representation of the lab. This
code also defines the joint centers and the axis of rotation of each segement.
Two AMTI Accugait force plates are placed in the capture volume (figure B.6).

These force plates are used for gait experiments. Subjects must walk across both force
plates which are staggered to facilitate subject gait without targeting (purposely changing
gait to hit the force plates). The loads applied on the force plates are recorded and used
by Cortex to find solve the inverse dynamics problem (calculate knee joint loads). Each
force plate has eight analog output channels that connect to the NI USB 6218 Analog to
Digital Converter (ADC). The ADC also has a clock signal that comes from the master
camera. The ADC uses the clock signal to time stamp the analog force data from the force
plates. The data is then sent to the computer via USB for use in Cortex.

Figure B.6 AMTI Force Plates.
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Once data has been recorded on Cortex, the markers have been identified, and
the marker paths have been cleaned up (filled empty frames and filtered), the system can
calculate forces and moments at joints (done by a SkyScript code). Cortex outputs these
loads for the ankle, knee, and hip joint in gait experiments using the lower body HH marker
set. To find these loads, Cortex uses the location of each marker to calculate the position
and orientation, velocity, and acceleration of each body segment (foot, shank, thigh, and
pelvis). This kinematic data is combined with kinetic data (from the force plates in the case
of gait experiments) and synchronized using the time stamp from the clock signal. Basic
dynamics problems are based on the sum of forces (Eq B.1) and sum of moments (Eq
B.2) to solve a system of equations for unknown values.
𝑚𝑎⃑ = 𝛴𝐹⃑

Eq B.1

⃑⃑⃑
𝐼𝛼⃑ + 𝜔
⃑⃑ × 𝐼𝜔
⃑⃑ = 𝛴𝑀

Eq B.2

where 𝑚 and 𝑎 are the mass and acceleration of the body segment, 𝐹 are forces summed,
𝐼, 𝜔, 𝛼⃑ the moment of inertia, angular velocity and angular acceleration of each body
segment respectively, and 𝑀 are moments summed. Using equations 1 and 2 in three
dimensions yields a set of six equations used to find loads at a joint (Eq B.3 – B.8) [26].
𝛴𝐹𝑋 : 𝑅𝑋𝑝 − 𝑅𝑋𝑑 = 𝑚𝑎𝑋

Eq B.3

𝛴𝐹𝑌 : 𝑅𝑌𝑝 − 𝑅𝑌𝑑 − 𝑚𝑔 = 𝑚𝑎𝑌

Eq B.4

𝛴𝐹𝑍 : 𝑅𝑍𝑝 − 𝑅𝑍𝑑 = 𝑚𝑎𝑍

Eq B.5

𝛴𝑀𝑋 : 𝐼𝑋 𝛼𝑋 + (𝐼𝑍 − 𝐼𝑍 )𝜔𝑍 𝜔𝑌 = 𝑅𝑋𝑑 𝐿𝑑 + 𝑅𝑋𝑝 𝐿𝑝 + 𝑀𝑋𝑝 − 𝑀𝑋𝑑

Eq B.6

𝛴𝑀𝑌 : 𝐼𝑌 𝛼𝑌 + (𝐼𝑋 − 𝐼𝑍 )𝜔𝑋 𝜔𝑍 = 𝑅𝑌𝑑 𝐿𝑑 + 𝑅𝑌𝑝 𝐿𝑝 + 𝑀𝑌𝑝 − 𝑀𝑌𝑑

Eq B.7

𝛴𝑀𝑍 : 𝐼𝑍 𝛼𝑍 + (𝐼𝑌 − 𝐼𝑋 )𝜔𝑌 𝜔𝑋 = 𝑅𝑍𝑑 𝐿𝑑 + 𝑅𝑍𝑝 𝐿𝑝 + 𝑀𝑍𝑝 − 𝑀𝑍𝑑

Eq B.8
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where 𝑅𝑋𝑝 , 𝑅𝑌𝑝 , 𝑅𝑍𝑝 are the proximal joint reaction forces, 𝑅𝑋𝑑 , 𝑅𝑌𝑑 , 𝑅𝑍𝑑 are the distal joint
reaction forces, 𝑚 is the segment mass, 𝑎𝑋 , 𝑎𝑌 , 𝑎𝑍 are the linear accelerations of the
segment center of mass, 𝑔 is the acceleration due to gravity (Cortex uses 9.8 m/s2), 𝐿𝑑
and 𝐿𝑝 are the distal and proximal distances from the center of mass to the distal and
proximal joints, respectively, 𝐼𝑋 , 𝐼𝑌 , 𝐼𝑍 are the components of the moment of inertia, 𝛼𝑋 ,
𝛼𝑌 , 𝛼𝑍 are the components of angular acceleration, 𝜔𝑋 , 𝜔𝑌 , 𝜔𝑍 are the components of
angular velocity, 𝑀𝑋𝑑 , 𝑀𝑌𝑑 , 𝑀𝑍𝑑 are the distal joint moments, 𝑀𝑋𝑝 , 𝑀𝑌𝑝 , 𝑀𝑍𝑝 are the
proximal joint moments. Subscripts 𝑋, 𝑌 and 𝑍 refer to the orthogonal directions where 𝑌
is the vertical direction. The typical unknowns are 𝑅𝑋𝑝 , 𝑅𝑌𝑝 , 𝑅𝑍𝑝 , 𝑀𝑋𝑝 , 𝑀𝑌𝑝 , and 𝑀𝑍𝑝
(proximal reaction forces and moments). The reaction forces are found first. [26]
Data from the force plates or loads cells, if applied at the feet (like in gait or cycling),
is referred to as the Ground Reaction Force (GRF). The kinematic information of the foot
is combined with the GRF data to solve loads at the ankle joint (proximal terms for foot
equations). These loads are inverted and applied to the distal end of the shank. The
calculations are repeated solving for knee loads (proximal end of the shank). The code
continuous this process until the top of the model is reached and no more segments are
left to calculate. When the lower body HH marker set is used, the segments (virtual
representations of body parts) present are the feet, shanks, thighs, and the pelvis. Other
useful information outputted by Cortex is joint angles for the joints in the model.
Measurements of joint angles during motion show differences in motion and biomechanics
amongst subjects.
Once the solver has calculated all joint forces, moments, and angles for the model,
the data is displayed in presentation graphs. Data in presentation graphs is shown in
anatomical directions and not in the global coordinate system. The data in presentation
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graphs can be saved in “.data” files. All maker positions in global coordinate system are
saved in “.trc” files. Both file extensions can be processed in Excel.
B.3.2 Load Cells
Based on the pedal assembly concept mentioned above, the load cells needed
must be small enough to fit inside a bicycle pedal or have a size approximate to a pedal.
The loads cells must record
force and moment data in three
dimensions and be recognizable
by Cortex. Furthermore, the data
from the load cells should be
amplified and conditioned to
remove noise. The load cells
chosen were the AMTI AD2.5D250, which are used with the
GEN

5

signal

conditioners

Figure B.7 Load cell and signal conditioner selected.
Images from amti.biz.

(figure B.7)
The AMTI AD2.5D-250 dimensions are 2.5 inches tall by 2.5 inches in diameter.
The load cell uses a strain gage bridge as its sensing elements. The crosstalk is less than
2% on all channels. The maximum physical capacities for each channel are described in
table B.3. Each channel is independently configurable. The software AMTI NetForce can
be used to adjust load cell excitation, gain, and DC set point for each channel. If a
measurement for a specific channel is expected to be much smaller than the physical
capacity, the range of measurement should be adjusted to improve resolution by changing
the gain and excitation settings to set the electronic capacity. In case the measurement
exceeds the electronic capacity, no damage is done to the load cells but the data is not
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reliable and should not be used. If the measurements barely exceed the capacity of the
load cell, damage may not occur but data should not be used. Exceeding physical capacity
of the load cell risks permanent damage to the load cells. Care must be taken to make
sure both the electronic and the physical capacity of the load cells are not exceeded. For
better results, a one hour warm-up period should happen before testing.
Table B.3 AMTI AD2.5D-250 load cell maximum physical capacity.

Channel
Fx
Fy
Fz

Capacity
[lbs.]
[N]
125
125
250

Channel

556
556
1112

Mx
My
Mz

Capacity
[lbs-in] [N*m]
250
250
125

28
28
14

The GEN 5 Signal Conditioner uses the calibration matrix provided by AMTI to turn
voltage from the load cells into usable force and moment measurements. Multiple types
of signal conditioning are implemented including a 1 kHz anti-aliasing filter, oversampling
and digital signal processing. The GEN 5 performs numerical processing including the use
of factory calibrated constants in place of nominal values for gains and excitations,
correcting for cable losses due to finite bridge resistances, and providing crosstalk
corrections. These filtering options allow for clean data to be reliably and repeatedly
recorded.
B.3.3 Static Bicycle
The Life Fitness Lifecycle GX (seen in figure B.8) was chosen from the options
discussed below. This bike was chosen for its ease to retrofit, ground clearance,
resemblance to true bicycle, weight properties, easy of mobility, and repeatability in
resistance level selection. Some of the bikes considered had bulky plastic coverings that
could get on the way when the crank of the bicycle is modified. This ties in with the ground
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clearance. If the pedal body is extended under the
pedal surface, the pedal may hit the ground;
therefore, sufficient ground clearance is required.
The resemblance of this bike with real bicycles is
beneficial as measurements of the loads on the
knee during biking is needed. Similarity between
this upright static bicycle and a real bicycle will
give the rider the same experience as if riding a
normal bicycle and produce more accurate results.
Next, a bicycle that is heavy and is able to be used
with obese individuals is needed. The heavier
mass of the bike will make it move less while in
use which decreases the noise in the reading of
the forces at the pedal and facilitate vibration
isolation. Obese subjects may be used in some

Figure B.8 Life Fitness Lifecycle GX.
Upright static bicycle selected. Images
experiments, therefore strength of the frame is from lifefitness.com.

required in order to be able to use the bike for obese biomechanics experiments. The lab
is used for many types of experiments; whatever experiment is being performed must be
carried out in the capture volume. Due to this, the bike must be easily moveable in the lab.
Despite its weight, the Lifecycle GX can be effortlessly moved by holding the handle bars
and letting the bicycle roll on the two front wheels. Lastly, the Lifecycle GX has 20
resistance levels with a digital readout allowing for quick reselection of a specific
resistance level. The resistance system in this bicycle is a dual magnetic brake adjusted
by a resistance braking lever. This device uses the spinning flywheel in the back of the
bicycle and magnets to create eddy currents that oppose the motion of the flywheel, thus
creating a resistance for the rider. By accurately reproducing the same resistance level for
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all subjects, intensity of cycling can be controlled. The Life Fitness Lifecycle GX had the
best combination of higher mass and maximum user weight, less housing flaring out that
could interfere pedal modifications, better ground clearance, best resemblance to normal
bicycles, and ease of mobility and repeatability of resistance level. The following
discussion briefly compares this bicycle to the other options considered before selection.
Since a gym quality upright static bicycle is needed, the Recreation Center at Cal
Poly served as a first place to find brands of good quality. Three upright static bicycles
were found. Although the same models could not be found with vendors, other options by
the same manufacturers were explored. From Schwinn, the best option based on
requirements mentioned was the IC2 Indoor bike (see figure B.9 A). This bicycle weights
83 lbs. and has a maximum rider weight of 250 lbs. The resistance levels did not seem
repeatable due to the advertised “infinite levels of resistance”. The cost at the time of
search was $599. Next, bicycles by Precor were explored. The UBK 615 Upright bike (see
figure B.9 B) weighted 155 lbs. but a subject up to 350 lbs. could use it. It offers 25 discrete
levels of resistance. The price found at the time was $2345. In this model, the housing
seemed too bulky which could be an issue when retro-fitting the pedals and the price was
too high. Last, Life Fitness bicycles were searched. Three models seemed acceptable.
The C1 Lifecycle (figure B.9 D) and C3 Lifecycle (figure B.9 E) are very similar with the
C3 being heavier (118 lbs.) and allowing subjects up to 400 lbs. compared to the 300 lbs.
maximum user weight for the C1 Lifecycle (105 lbs.). The Lifecycle GX weights 111 lbs.
and allows users up to 350 lbs. The three models have 20 resistance levels, however, the
Lifecycle GX costs $1799, with the C1 and C3 Lifecycle at $1399 and $1899 respectively.
Table B.4 summarizes these information. The Lifecycle GX was chosen because of its
balance in cost, weight, resistance levels, and user weight capacity.
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A

B

D

E

C

Figure B.9 Bicycles considered for project. A.) Schwinn IC2. B.) Precor
UBK 615. C.) Life Fitness Lifecycle GX. D.) Life Fitness C1 Lifecycle.
E.) Life Fitness C3 Lifecycle. Images obtained from website of each
manufacturer.

Table B.4 Description of static bicycles considered.

Bicycle
Schwinn IC2
Precor UBK 615
Life Fitness Lifecycle GX
Life Fitness C1 Lifecycle
Life Fitness C3 Lifecycle

Weight
83 lbs.
[38 kg]
155 lbs.
[70 kg]
111 lbs.
[50 kg]
105 lbs.
[47 kg]
118 lbs.
[53 kg]

User Max
Weight
250 lbs.
[113 kg]
350 lbs.
[159 kg]
350 lbs.
[159 kg]
300 lbs.
[135 kg]
400 lbs.
[180 kg]
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Resistance Levels

Price

“Infinite levels”

$599

25 levels

$2345

20 levels

$1799

20 levels

$1399

20 levels

$1899

B.3.4 Pedals
The pedals that came with the Life Fitness Lifecycle GX upright static bicycle have
a spindle running through the body of the pedal. In order to locate the load cell as proposed
in the pedal concept, the spindle must be removed. Furthermore, the body of the load cell
must pass through the body of the pedal without interference. The original pedals have a
plastic body therefore removing the spindle will render the pedal too weak to support the
expected loads. Tioga produces pedals without spindles with appropriately sized bearings
to support these loads. The pedals obtained are the Tioga MT-ZERO (designed for
mountain biking) with the Tioga ZERO-Axle bearings (figure B.10). With a normal pedal
set up, the spindle supports the loads the rider inflicts on the pedal as well as the bending
moment created near the bearing. If the spindle is removed the body of the pedal must
support the bending moment. The Tioga pedals come with no spindle from factory and a
sized bearing greatly reducing the amount of design, machining, and validation needed
as they are expected to support these loads. The bearings come with standard threads
which means they will fit the majority of bicycles. If in the future this design needs to be
placed on a different bicycle, the bearings will allow for seamless transition.

Figure B.10 Tioga MT-ZERO pedals with Tioga ZEROaxle
bearings. Image from .tiogausa.com.
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Since the whole pedal body is made from chromoly (steel 4130), the pedal can
easily be machined to fit the load cell body. The middle of the pedal body must be removed
to allow the load cell to pass through; chromoly will not be damaged by machining. On a
final note, the traction pins that come with the pedal can be removed and those holes can
be used to attach any element created to house or attach the load cells to the pedals. The
low profile of the pedals (7 mm thick) allow for the load cell to be placed at the location of
the top surface of the original pedal (24 mm thick) without the feet of the rider touching
any other part of the bike which would cause a lower force or moment reading to be
measured.
B.4

Load Cell Housing
A housing is needed to attach the load cells to the pedal, to protect the load cells,

and to locate the load cells so that the foot of the rider remains at the same location it
would be if the original pedals were in place. The design of these housing is described
next.
B.4.1 Requirements
The pedal concept requires the load cell to pass through the pedal body. A new
element must be created to allow for the load cell to stay in position and attached to the
pedal. This custom part was designed from scratch to:


Securely attach the load cells to the pedals: The load cells will be experiencing
loads of up to 250 lbs. If the load cell is not properly attached to the bike it may fall
off causing load cell damage, system failure and all subsequent research to stop
until fixed.



Preserve cycling biomechanics: The new load cell housing must locate the foot of
the subject at the same location relative to the spindle axis as the original pedal
did. In this way, rider position, feel, and biomechanics of cycling are conserved.
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Protect load cells: As the crank spins, the load cells will be exposed to being hit by
any object that may come in its path. It should also protect the load cells when the
bike is not being used or is stored. People in the lab or other objects may hit the
pedal. The housing should absorb the hit instead of the load cell body.



Add rigidity to the pedal body: The middle support bars in the Tioga pedals must
be removed to let the load cell pass through. This weakens the pedal body as less
material is present to resist bending and shear. The load cell housing can be used
to increase the rigidity of the pedal.



Cable orientation: The load cells must be connected through wires to the GEN 5
signal conditioners. These wires must come outwards to reduce the inertial effects
of the wires on the pedals. The load cell housing should orient the load cell so that
this requirement is met.



Do not interfere with measurements: The load cells must measure the true force
at the pedals. To do this, the load cell top surface and foot of the rider must not
touch anything else other than each other. If the load cell housing touches the load
cell anywhere except on the bottom surface (where it should attach), the measured
pedal loads cannot be trusted.
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B.4.2 Initial Concept
The attachment of the
Crank
load cell to the pedal requires

Load Cell

a platform for the load cell to sit
on. The load cell can only be
attached from

the

top

or

bottom surfaces. The top of the
load cell is used for measuring
the foot forces thus the bottom
surface must be used for

Housing
Figure B.11 Initial idea for load cell housing.

attachment. In an effort to reduce mass at the pedal, an L-shape platform was proposed
(figure B.11). This would attach to the pedal at the closest part to the bearing. However,
the bottom part of the housing where the load cell sits would essentially be a cantilever
beam which may deflect too much under load.
To give rigidity to the load cell housing and the weakened pedal body, side walls
were added to the side of the housing. The new walls would be able to better resist
bending

deformation

and

provide protection to the load
cell body. This walls can be
used to attach the load cell to
the pedal. The final shape is
shown in figure B.12. Detail
dimensioning follows but first
the pedal hole pattern must Figure B.12 Final shape for load cell housing. No details are
defined at this point.

be known.
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2.1.4.3 Pedal Hole Pattern Dimensioning
To know where to locate the holes to
attach the pedal to the load cell housing, the
pedal dimensions must be known. While the
general shape of the pedal is not critical, the
position of the four holes used for attachment
Reference

must be located accurately to ensure fit.
Attempts to get this information from the
manufacturer failed. To get past this issue, the

pedal was taken into the Cal Poly shops. With Figure B.13 Model of pedal. Holes to
accurately position in red. Bottom left hole is

the use of a milling machine and a mechanical used as reference point for dimensioning.

edge finder with a conical tip, all the holes in the pedal were located with respect to the
bottom left hole shown in figure B.13. Only the four holes highlighted where accurately
positioned. The other holes were quickly approximated for completeness of the
SolidWorks model. The positions of each whole are shown in figure B.14.

(-0.019, 2.172)

(3.520, 2.186)
(3.201, 1.794)

(0.299, 1.782)
y
(-0.070, 1.089)

(3.577, 1.089)
x

(3.172, 0.237)

(0.325, 0.232)
(0, 0)

(3.507, -0.006)

Figure B.14 Pedal hole pattern dimensions. All dimensions in inches.
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B.4.3 Load Cell Housing Geometry
Figure B.15 shows the CAD model
of the load cell housing. In order to fit and
center the load cell into the housing, the
cavity was dimensioned to have a width at
least 2.5 inches and a depth of 2.75 inches.
The round corners are there as it is
planned to mill the cavity with a 0.75 inch
end mill. To position the foot of the rider as
the original pedal would, the cavity is 1.9

Figure B.15 Load cell housing model.

inches deep. This makes the bottom surface of the housing 0.25 inches. The walls end up
being 0.75 inches thick. This thickness allows for the four pedal holes to have sufficient
material around them. The pedal holes were placed by locating the reference hole 0.300
inches in both directions from the corner signaled with a red circle in figure B.15. The
diameter of this holes is done to fit 6-32 UNC screws. The depth was selected to 0.75
inches. Last, the holes to hold and orient the load cells were placed to center the load cell
on the cavity and the housing. The clearance holes have a diameter of 0.203 inches (13/64
in). These holes are located from the center of the cavity, radially. This centers the load
cell in the cavity, while, the location of the holes aligns the load cell with the housing. It is
known that the load cell 8 hole pattern has a 2 inch diameter. In order to drill further away
from the housing wall, the holes selected for attaching are the ones at a 45 degree angle.
This makes a square that is oriented in the same way as the cavity. Choosing the other
four holes creates a diamond shape whose corners run close to all walls and the edge of
the cavity. Four 6-32 x 0.75 inch countersunk screws are used for attaching each pedal to
the load cell housing. Eight 10-32 UNF screws hold each load cell to the pedal platform (4
screws) and the housing (4 screws).
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B.5

Pedal Platform
Most static bicycles come with

straps for the feet of the rider. In order to
simulate this type of cycling, straps must
be placed on top of the load cell. A pedal
platform (figure B.16) was developed to
put on top of the load cell surface and add
straps to hold the foot of the rider. This
platform is easily removable in case other
type of seated cycling is required. The
pedal platform must only be in contact with
the top portion of the load cell and the foot
of the rider. Any other contact is not
desired as it may introduce loads that are

Figure B.16 Pedal platform.

not present during seated, upright, strapped cycling.
The material selected for the platform was laminated oil-resistant Buna-N rubber.
This is an aluminum plate with a layer of nitrile rubber (Buna-N). The aluminum side
provides structural integrity while the rubber side provides grip for the rider as well as a
comfortable surface for the feet. The thickness of the aluminum and rubber parts are 1/8
and 1/4 of an inch, respectively. The tabs on the sides of the platform are used to attach
the pedal straps. The platform attaches to the load cell using four screws (10-32 UNF).
The platform is dimensioned to be similar in area to a pedal but not run into the
crank or bearing. The tabs on either side are offset to position the pedal straps around the
foot of the rider. Regular straps that fit any bike were selected. Each tab has beads of
aluminum welded at the edges to hold the straps in place. The rubber was counterbored
to hide the screw heads, aiding rider comfort. The corners are rounded for rider safety.
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B.6

System Assembly
The exploded view of the system
Strap

assembly is shown in figure B.17. The

Bearing

assembled system is shown in figure B.18.
Platform

Each pedal has a different assembly as the
load cell housing and the pedal platform

Pedal

have slight modifications to account for

Load Cell

difference in pedal hole positions (housing)
and to improve comfort of pedal strap for
Housing

the rider. Fasteners are not shown in
assembly exploded view. The load cell sits
Figure B.17 Pedal assembly exploded view.

in the housing and is attached with four
screws that come up from the bottom (1032). The pedal is then placed on top of the
housing. Four screws (6-32) come from the
top to hold the pedal and the housing
together. The bearing attaches to the pedal
using a 4 mm Ellen wrench as set by the
manufacturer. The pedal platform is placed
on top of the load cell and secured using
four screws (10-32) that come from the top
of the platform. The pedal strap completes

Figure B.18 Pedal assembly collapsed view.

the assembly. These get pushed through

the welded beads to secure the strap in place. To place the assembly on the crank of the
static bicycle, an 8 mm Ellen wrench is used.
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B.7

Integration with Motion Analysis System

B.7.1 Gait Set Up
The HMB Lab set up is shown in figure B.19. There are two Owl cameras on each
wall of the lab. The camera left of the HMB computer is designated as the master camera.
This camera outputs the clock signal used to synchronize all data. Two AMTI Accugait
force plates are placed in the middle of the room (capture volume) and connect to the NI
USB 6218 ADC. The ADC send the force data with a time stamp to the lab computer for
Cortex to use.

HMB PC

Master
Camera

ACD

Clock
Signal Wire

Cameras
Force
Plates
Figure B.19 Layout of HMB Lab.

B.7.2 Cycling Set Up
Figure B.20 shows the connections of all elements needed for a cycling
biomechanics experiment based on the documentation provided by Motion Analysis and
AMTI. The static bicycle with the modified pedals is placed in the capture volume (over
the force plates). The load cell data wire connects each load cell to its own specific signal
conditioner (GEN 5). The same camera as before is set as the master camera. The clock
signal from this camera is sent to the signal conditioners and split using a Daisy chain.
Both GEN 5 box connects to the computer using an USB connection, sending the time
stamped load cell data for Cortex calculations.
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Master
Camera

HMB PC
USB to PC
Signal
Conditioner
Load Cell Data Wire

Cameras
Modified Static Bicycle

Figure B.20 Set up and connections needed to run a cycling biomechanics experiment.

B.7.3 Final Set Up
Initial testing demonstrated that running the system as shown in figure B.20 does
not allow for Cortex to record data (both force plate or load cell). An operational amplifier
had to be added to the system. Figure B.21 shows the final equipment connection for
experiments (not actual positions in reference to each other). The clock signal from the
master camera is split. The ADC uses it to synchronize force plate data. The operational
amplifier sends the clock signal to the GEN 5 boxes to synchronize load cell data. The
amplifier
clock

increases
signal

Master
Camera

the

ADC

voltage,

HMB PC

allowing triggering of all
data acquisition devices. A
more in depth discussion

Clock
Signal
Wire

and reasons for this will be
presented

in

the
Op
Amp

Troubleshooting section in
Appendix C.

Signal
Conditioner

Bicycle

Figure B.21 Equipment connections needed for experiments.
Not in actual location as in the lab.
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C:

BUILD
At this point the concept was defined and all parts were selected or designed. The

next step was fabricating all parts and assembling the system. The Tioga pedals needed
to be modified, while the load cell housing and platforms had to be fully machined. The
following discussion describes the processes done. All processes described were done at
Cal Poly’s student shops: The Hangar and Mustang ’60.
C.1

Pedal Modification
To fit the load cell through the pedal body, the center of the pedal was removed

using a pneumatic cutoff wheel. The cuts were deburred with a Dremel. Figure C.1 shows
the pedal after machining. Care was taken to not remove material from the outer frame of
the pedal as this would decrease the structural strength of the pedal even further. The
bearings were removed for this step to avoid chips from going inside the bearings, which
may get the bearings stock or cause them to fail prematurely due to increased wear.

Figure C.1 Pedal after machining.
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C.2

Hole Pattern Fit
While the vertical mill and mechanical edge finders are accurate tools, they are not

designed to located holes. Two tests were done to be sure that the hole positions obtained
from the dimensioning are correct. The first test involved laser-cutting the hole pattern in
wood as it is most efficient if several tests are needed. The holes had a diameter of 0.150
inches creating a close fit clearance hole. The pedal with 6-32 screws was placed on the
holes and the four holes used for attaching the pedal to the housing were checked for fit.
Figure C.2 A shows the fit test. The holes circled in red are the holes used for attaching
the pedal to the load cell housing. It can be seen that the holes fit the clearance holes.
Although the first fit test passed, this does not guarantee fit as these are clearance holes
and the real system uses tapped holes. The second test involved drilling and tapping the
holes in a piece of aluminum. Once again fit was checked; passing this test would confirm
fit for the system. The screws must go into the hole and be able to engage with the threads
in the piece of aluminum. Figure C.2 B shows the pedal screwed on the aluminum plate
confirming that the hole pattern dimensions are correct. This dimensions can now be
confidently used in the actual load cell housing.

A

B

Figure C.2 A.) Wood fit test. Circled holes are used for attaching load cell housing to pedal. B.)
Aluminum plate fit test. Pedal is bolted to the plate confirming the dimensions of the holes.
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C.3

Load Cell Housing Machining
The load cell housing was made from a block of aluminum with dimensions 3 x 4

x 6 inches. The raw material was a block of aluminum 6061 (Part 8975K282 McMasterCarr). The block of aluminum was sawed in half with a horizontal band saw. This produced
two 3 x 3 x 4 inch blocks. A vertical milling machine was set up with a 0.75 inch end mill
to give the load cell housing and the cavity proper dimensions. The vice of the milling
machine was checked for alignment so that a movement in the x or y direction was purely
in the direction expected. The surface that was cut with the band saw was milled off to
improve surface quality and to define the height of the load cell. Once the block was 2.150
inches tall, the cavity was machined. A mechanical edge finder was used to locate the
edge of the block. The cavity dimensions were measured from the left side of the housing.
For all the milling processes a depth of 0.050 inch passes were performed. Figure C.3
shows the aluminum block being machined to form the cavity.

Figure C.3 Pedal housing being machined
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Next, the holes for the 6-32
screws were drilled. These holes were
located using using a mechanical edge
finder to locate the refernce corner
(mentioned in figure B.15). These holes
were drilled using a vertical milling
machine to accurately position them. A
tap guide was used to create an
indentation on the block so the drill bit
does not move about at the beginning
of drilling; this increases the accuracy of

Figure C.4 Drilling set up for pedal attachment holes.
Blue tape on drill bit quickly tells depth of perforation.

the hole locations. A #36 drill bit was
used to make the perforations. Tape
was placed at about one inch from the
end to quickly show when depth has
been reached (figure C.4). The length of
these perforations is not critical as it is
just providing space for the tap tool. To
tap the holes, a 6-32 tapping tool with
tapping oil was used. The tap tool was
held and pushed vertically by the
vertical milling machine. The user only
needed to rotate the tap tool to create
the threads. The set up is shown in
figure C.5. A chamferring tool was used
to deburr and create the countersink.

Figure C.5 Thread tapping set up using vertical
milling machine.
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The last step is to create the clearance holes for the screws that hold the load cell.
The load cell has an eight hole circular pattern with a one inch radius. The screws used to
attach the load cell are 10-32 UNF screws. The center of the clearnce hole pattern was
located from the reference corner (found in a previous step). The holes are offset in two
directions by 0.7071 inches. This creates a square pattern around the center of the cavity.
Once made, the holes were deburred using a chamferring tool and a small countersink
was made on the outside to aid the insertion of screws. Figure C.6 shows the finished load
cell housing. The total machining time was 5 hours per load cell housing. A majority of the
time was spent milling the housing cavity.
A

B

C

D

Figure C.6 Finished pedal housing. A.) and B.) show finished pedal housing. C.) shows load cell fit
with housing. D.) shows housing, load cell and pedal fit.
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C.4

Pedal Platform Machining
The platform material bought was a 12 x 12 inch plate of aluminum and Buna-N

rubber (Part 9525K211 McMaster-Carr). Two 4 x 3.5 inch pieces were cut with a vertical
band saw to make each platform. An outline of the desired shape was drawn on the
aluminum side of the plate. The foot strap tabs were made by removing 0.25 inch wide
strips on both sides of the plate lengthwise, and leaving the material at the locations
determined during the design phase (Appendix B.5). The rubber on the tabs was removed,
exposing the aluminum plate. This was done to allow the tabs to fit through the pedal
straps. A vertical milling machine with a mechanical edge finder was used to locate the
center of the hole pattern and to drill the holes used to attach the platform to the load cells.
The counterbores were dimentioned to only remove material from the rubber part of the
plate. The counterbores hide the head of the screws that attach the platforms to the load
cell. Once the holes were finished, the platforms were taken back to the vertical milling
machine to round off the corners. Radius of the corner is set to 0.5 inches. The specific
radius is not important as it does not provide any fit or feature. The purpose of the rounded
corners is to avoid rider injury. The static bicycle has inertia that keeps the pedal rotating
if the feet are removed from the pedals. If this occurs, having a square corner of metal
flying around becomes a hazard. The
rounded corners could prevent cuts to the
rider. As a final step, beads of aluminum
were TIG (Tugnsten Inert Gas) welded at
the edge of the strap tabs. These extra
material creates a mechanical lock for the
pedal straps. Figure C.7 shows the finished
pedal platfrom.

Figure C.7 Pedal platform with foot strap.
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C.5

Final Assembly
With all the pieces machined, the whole assembly was put together as described

in the design part of this chapter (Appendix B.6). The load cell was attached to the load
cell housing with four 10-32 screws using a 1/8 inch Ellen wrench. Then, the pedal with
the bearing was attached to the housing with four flat head 6-32 screws. Figure C.8 A
shows the assembly up to this point. Next, the pedal platform was attached to the top
surface of the load cell using four 10-32 screws. The pedal strap was added by forcing the
straps over the aluminum beads welded on the tabs. Last, the pedal assembly was
mounted on the static bicycle. Figure C.8 B shows the finished right pedal assembly and
mounted on the upright static bicycle.
A

B

Figure C.8 A.) Housing attached to the pedal and load cell. B.) Finished right pedal
assembly.
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C.6

System Integration
The load cells and amplifiers were connected as mentioned in the Final Set Up

section of the Design phase (Appendix B.7.3). To calculate knee loads, Cortex requires
the location and orientation of the load cells. To do this, the HH marker set was modified
to add markers for the pedals. Five markers were added to each pedal. Table C.1 lists all
the markers used for cycling biomechanics. Markers 1 – 19 remain the same as described
above (Appendix B.3.1). The new marker positions are shown in figure C.9. The Front,
Mid, Back, and Low markers are used to track the position and orientation of the load cell.
Cortex is able to create a virtual representation of the load cells based on the pedal marker
set and the load cell dimensions given for sizing. The “Track force plate” option is used to
follow the virtual load cell segment. This way, the loads recorded can be located in the
coordinate system and applied at the feet of the rider to solve the inverse dynamics
problem for internal knee joint loads.
Table C.1 Marker list for the cycling marker set based on the Helen Hayes marker set.

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Name
R.ASIS
L.ASIS
V.Sacral
R.Thigh
R.Knee
R.Shank
R.Ankle
R.Heel
R.Toe
L.Thigh
L.Knee
L.Shank
L.Ankle
L.Heel
L.Toe

No
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
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Name
R.Knee.Medial
R.Ankle.Medial
L.Knee.Medial
L.Ankle.Medial
L.Front
L.Mid
L.Back
L.Low
L.Spindle
R.Front
R.Mid
R.Back
R.Low
R.Spindle

Spindle

Back

Mid

Front

Low
Figure C.9 Pedal marker set.

The Spindle marker is located at the axis of rotation of the pedal (where the spindle
would be if the pedal had one). The position of this marker in the global coordinate system
is used to calculate the crank angle at which the load cell is at a determinate frame. A
detailed discussion on this process is presented in the MATLAB code description later in
this chapter (Appendix D.2). The position of the other four markers was selected randomly
as they do not represent specific body segments. It was desired that one direction had
more markers so it is easier to recognize the pattern when naming markers in Cortex. The
markers span farther than the body of the load cell housing to separate them out and avoid
marker confusion. Marker confusion occurs when two or more markers are too close
together. This causes the camera system to be unable to distinguish the markers from
each other and either mixing their paths or fuse them into one marker. Marker confusion
makes data difficult to process, and in extreme cases it makes the capture unusable.
At this point the system has all the required elements to run a biomechanics
experiment. The system is able to record kinematic and kinetic data, synchronize it, and
solve the inverse dynamics problem to estimate internal knee loads (forces and moments)
in the coordinate system of the tibia. This data can then be taken for post-processing.
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C.7

Troubleshooting
As expected for any new system, there were some issues that had to be sorted

out. The following discussion describes these issues, the cause, and the steps taken to
resolve them. The system was fully functional after these issues were addressed.
C.7.1 Clock Signal
Cortex documentation showed the clock signal being directed from the master
camera into the GEN 5 signal conditioner and split with a Daisy chain (see figure B.20).
This set up did not allow for the recording of any data. The amplitude of the clock signal
was checked with an oscilloscope (Agilent 54622A) at different locations of the signal path.
It was found that when the load cells are not connected and the clock signal is not sent to
the GEN 5 conditioners, the clock signal amplitude was 2.4 V. This is enough to trigger
the ADC. When the full system is connected, the clock signal amplitude decreased to 860
mV at all connection places. This voltage is far too low to trigger either the ADC or the
load cells, explaining why Cortex could not record any data.
There are two issues at play here. First, the Owl cameras only output a clock signal
amplitude of 3 V; insufficient to trigger the load cells but enough for the ADC. Second, the
reduction in voltage occurs due to the high impedance from the GEN 5 boxes which brings
the whole signal too low for any triggering to occur. To solve these issues an operation
amplifier (Daedalon Corporation EG-02) was added to the system. The camera clock
signal is split between the ADC and the operational amplifier (op-amp). The gain setting
in the op-amp is set to get a signal between 5 V to 10 V to trigger the load cells. The opamp serves as a separation between the camera and GEN 5 boxes. This keeps the ADC
voltage at 2.4 V, triggering the ADC at a safe level (under 5 V). Figure C.10 shows the set
up and the voltages found at each segment of clock signal path.
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Master Camera

HMB PC

ADC
2.4 V
5-10 V

Op Amp

GEN 5

Figure C.10 Op-amp set up to fix triggering issue with clock signal.

C.7.2 Data Quality
Data smoothness is very important for the accuracy of the calculated knee loads.
It is imperative that load cell data has no noise or gaps as these irregularities will propagate
throughout the calculations, concluding with inaccurate results. During initial testing
strange loads were being obtained from

A

Cortex (figure C.11 A). A smooth curve was
expected, however the results where noisy
and had sections randomly approaching
zero. These loads were repeatable in
B

several trials for all subjects. The cause of
these incorrect calculated loads was the
load cell data recorded (figure C.11 B). The
load cell data seems to follow a smooth
curve but randomly loses all data (recorded

zero loads). At first, it was thought this was Figure C.11 Bad quality data from initial testing.
A.) Bad knee loads is repeated during several

a cable connection issue as the data loss trials. B.) Load cell data missing parts.
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seemed to occur at the same crank angle range. The short duration of each data loss
segment also suggested a lose wire coming in and out of connection. However, after
several tests it was discovered that the reason for the data loss was the Center of Pressure
(COP) filter. Cortex uses several filters to smooth data. One load cell data filter cases any
load below a threshold value to not be recorded (Threshold filter). The second filter forces
all measured loads to zero when the COP of the load recorded by the load cell is placed
outside of the virtual body of the load cell. The load cells are able to calculate the COP of
the load applied on them based on the force and moment levels recorded. Cortex uses
this position to place a force vector in the virtual representation of the lab space. This way,
Cortex can locate the load cell measurements with respect to the subject and apply these
loads to the appropriate body segment.
Because the load cell dimensions given to Cortex were 2.5 x 2.5 inches (actual
dimensions of the load cells), the force vector was being placed outside the virtual body
of the load cells at times. The pedal platform (4 x 3.5 inches) is the actual force application
surface and it is bigger than the top surface of the load cells. Therefore, a force applied at
an edge of the pedal platform would be placed outside this 2.5 x 2.5 inch area and would
be zeroed out by Cortex.
The solution involved increasing the size of the load cell in Cortex. Several test
were done to find the optimal load cell dimensions that would reduce or eliminate the data
loss. It was found that making the load cell larger than 6 x 6 inches (15 x 15 cm as inputted
in Cortex) did not improve the issue any further. For completeness, several settings were
tested for the threshold filter, however, eliminating this filter deteriorated data quality
greatly. It was concluded that a 5 – 10 N threshold distorted the data the least amount.
Putting this new values improved the data quality but did not fully fix the issue. However,
it allowed enough data to be smooth enough to proceed with the project.
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D:

MATLAB CODE
Cortex outputs data in different formats. Marker positions are exported using a

Track Row Column (TRC) or “.trc” files [25]. The calculated knee joint forces are exported
using a DATA or “.data” file [25]. Both files can only be used by Cortex or opened in Excel
as a text file. Manipulation of this data is needed to get the format and post-processing
required. This manipulation is done in MATLAB (MathWorks). The MATLAB code must be
able to edit the TRC and DATA files, bring all the data into the MATLAB workspace and
perform all calculations needed to output the results in the desired format. The gait and
cycling code are slightly different to each other. The following discussion describes the
MATLAB code created and the calculations performed.
D.1

Inputting Data into MATLAB
Cortex outputs marker position data in TRC files. The calculated knee loads are

outputted as a DATA file. Figure D.1 shows how both files are seen when opened in Excel.
To get this data in MATLAB in a usable form, the first few rows must be removed.
A.) DATA file format

B.) TRC file format

Figure D.1 Cortex output files format. A.) DATA format. B.) TRC file format.
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Existing code from the HMB Lab was modified to open both files, find the end of
each line and delete all characters in the lines that are not needed. This file saved all the
data as a structure in MATLAB. The code saved the column names as variables names
for each data set. As MATLAB uses periods to denote structures, the column with periods
in their names must be modified. The code replaced all periods with underscores. For
example, “R.ASIS” is modified to “R_ASIS”. This data would be saved in
“RAW_TRC.R_ASIS” where “RAW_TRC” is the name of the structure and “R_ASIS” is the
variable name containing three columns of data for the X, Y, and Z positions. Likewise,
MATLAB does not use spaces in variables names so these must be changed as well. In
DATA files, the spaces in column names get replaced with underscores. Again, this data
is saved as structure, therefore, “R Hip FE” is saved as “RAW_DATA.R_Hip_FE”.
D.2

Cycling Code
A set of MATLAB functions were created to modify cycling data and output it with

respect to crank angle. The user must input the name of the DATA and TRC files, the
mass of the subject, and the frames to get data from. The mass of the subject is needed
as Cortex normalizes force and moment data dividing by the mass of the subject. It is
expected that one recording is done for cycling data with several crank cycles. Only three
cycles are used to obtain the data. The frame range given by the user will have data for
at least three full cycles that will be used for processing. Other data needed for the code
are names of published data for comparison, names for output files, and naming of
dominant leg of the subject.
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Data is inputted into MATLAB using the scripts mentioned previously. The code
uses the frame range given to copy the data into a new matrix. This matrix has the format
shown in Table D.1. This format is expect for all subsequent code. The names signify the
direction of load when positive. Power is generated when the values are positive and
absorbed if the values are negative. Note that the study did not used the power values but
the code is able to perform all calculations on the knee power data from Cortex. The crank
angle requires calculations with TRC data.
Table D.1 MATLAB cycling code expected data format.

Column Variable
Name
1
θ
Crank Angle
2
Fx
Anterior Force
3
Fy
Lateral Force
4
Fz
Compression Force
5
Mx
Valgus Moment
6
My
Extension Moment
External Rotation
7
Mz
Moment
8
VV
Valgus Angle
9
FE
Flexion Angle
10
IE
Internal Rotation Angle
11
PS
Sagittal Plane Power
12
PF
Frontal Plane Power
Transverse Plane
13
PT
Power
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The crank angle is calculated using the position of the spindle marker. The
maximum and minimum values of the spindle position in the vertical and horizontal planes
are found. The center of the circular spindle trajectory is if calculated by taking an average
of the maximum and minimum values in the horizontal and vertical plane. The position of
the center of the spindle corresponds to the position of the center of the crank in the global
coordinate system. The crank position is subtracted from all spindle marker position data,
essentially moving the spindle path around the origin of the coordinate system. At this
point, an inverse tangent function turns the two dimensional data into angles, given crank
angle with reference to the horizontal positive axis. Published data is referenced to the
vertical and increases in clockwise direction, opposite of the tangent results (see figure
D.2). To match this format, the crank angle
0

vector is multiplied by negative one
(inverting about horizontal axis). To ensure
a range from 0 to 360 degrees, any
270

negative numbers were made positive by
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adding 360. To “rotate” the vector, 90 was
added to the all data points. This made the
all angles match the proposed format. Any
number

above

360

had

this

180

value

Figure D.2 Crank angle format.

subtracted to ensure the 0 - 360 range.

With the crank angle calculated and the data matrix set up, the data must be
interpolated for averaging. Averaging at the same crank angle is required for all subjects
and for all trials. In cycling, each crank cycle (from 0 to 360 degrees) is a trial and three
trials are needed for averaging. Since the cameras may record the pedal at similar, yet
different crank angles interpolation needs to be done. A function was created to recognize
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the start (0 degrees) and end (360 degrees) of a cycle in the data matrix, take this cycle
data onto a different variable for interpolation. A data point before and after this range is
needed to interpolate the first and last points. To allow for interpolation at 0 and 360
degrees, the data point before is converted to a negative angle while the data point after
is converted to be higher than 360. Interpolation is done every 0.5 degrees, creating a
new vector of the same format as mentioned in table 2.6. Once three matrices are created
(one for every trial or crank cycle used), averaging can be done, producing a single set of
data. This data set is outputted as a comma separated values file (CSV). Since multiple
subjects are used in studies, there will be a set of averaged data for every subject. Lastly,
the code makes several plots. The data is plotted for each leg for comparisons between
dominant and non-dominant legs. Finally, the code plots all three trials versus crank angle
to allow repeatability tests on the data. Figure D.3 shows samples of the code output. The
top row shows forces, the middle row shows moments, and the bottom row shows joint
angles.
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A

B

Figure D.3 Cycling MATLAB code plots. A.) Data for both legs plotted against crank angle. B.) Data
for three trials plotted to check for repeatability.
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D.3

Gait Code
The purpose of the system created is to obtain knee loads during cycling. Some

experiments involve comparing these loads with gait data. Cortex is used for gait and
cycling experiments therefore, data must be processed for both types of experiments. Gait
experiments are usually reported as percent stride. Cortex data shows knee loads with
respect to time. This MATLAB code must process the gait data similar to the cycling code.
One of those differences include outputting data with respect to percent stride instead of
crank angle. In cycling, a single motion capture has all the crank cycles needed for
processing. In gait, a single capture has a single trial, thus three trials must be recorded
to get three sets of data to average.
The cycling MATLAB code was modified to process the gait data. Data input into
MATLAB is done the same way as described at the beginning of this section. User input
requires mass of subject, leg to use data from, file names of TRC and DATA files, and
frames to take data from. These frames are the range from the first hill strike to the next
heel strike of the leg to output data for. Percent stride is calculated based on the frames
selected. The first frame represents 0 % stride; the last frame is 100 % stride. The data is
organized in a new matrix with the format described in table D.2. The load names refer to
the direction of the load when its value is positive. Due to different walking speeds and
walking styles for different subjects, the cameras may record data at different percent
stride values. Interpolation is needed to average data for three trials. The code interpolates
the gait data the same way it was done for the cycling code. The interpolated data is
outputted as CSV file. The walking speed of the subject is then calculated and reported.
The code plots the data for the knee that has a full gait trial captured and processed.
Another piece of code opens the CSV files with gait data, averages three trials and creates
a new CSV file with the average data for the subject.
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Table D.2 MATLAB gait code expected data format.

Column Variable
Name
1
S
Percent Stride
2
Fx
Anterior Force
3
Fy
Lateral Force
4
Fz
Compression Force
5
Mx
Valgus Moment
6
My
Extension Moment
External Rotation
7
Mz
Moment
8
VV
Valgus Angle
9
FE
Flexion Angle
10
IE
Internal Rotation Angle
11
PS
Sagittal Plane Power
12
PF
Frontal Plane Power
Transverse Plane
13
PT
Power

D.4

Population Code
A population refers to a group of subjects with certain common factors. Once the

cycling and gait code has been run, the CSV files outputted by the codes is opened by
another MATLAB script. This new code averages data sets for all subjects within a
population. The script also finds the maximum and minimum values for every load of each
subject and outputs this information in a CSV file. The cycling and gait data printed in the
CSV file follow the format described in table D.1 and table D.2.6, respectively. Finally, this
code plots the data of both populations for comparison and against published values. The
values yielded by the MATLAB code can be used for further processing and statistical
analysis.
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E:

VALIDATION
A set of requirements were created at the beginning of the project. These

requirements must be met by the system developed. The following section describes the
steps taken to validate this list of requirements.
E.1

Rider Kinematics
To obtain reliable data, the rider kinematics must be kept as close as possible to

the kinematics of normal cycling. The pedals of the bike were replaced with a load cell that
was positioned using a custom made housing. One test was done to check that this
requirement has been met. The test involved asking six volunteers to ride the bicycle and
get a feel for it. The volunteers were asked to report if they felt any differences pedaling
the modified bicycle compared to any other bicycle they have used before. After pedaling
the bike for as long as the volunteers needed, no differences were reported. This
confirmed that the modified static bicycle is not intrusive and is expected to keep rider
kinematics. The pedal was designed to place the feet of riders at the same location as the
original pedal did, and volunteers reported no differences.
E.2

Pedal Mass Effect
There were concerns that the added mass at the pedals could have negative

effects on the riding experience. To make sure this was not the case a test and an analysis
were done on steady state cycling. The volunteers from the test mentioned above reported
no differences felt while riding the modified static bicycle. This was considered a pass of
this qualitative test as it would mean that the volunteers could not feel any difference
between normal pedals and the modified pedals with load cells.
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An analysis was made in ADAMS (MSC Software, Newport Beach, CA). This
analysis compared torque required to rotate the pedals as the pedal mass changed. The
system was modeled by five parts (two pedals, two cranks, and one bottom bracket) and
five joints. The joints between the pedal and the crank were “revolute joints” that allow free
rotation about the spindle axis. Two “fixed joints” were placed between the cranks and the
bottom bracket fixing all degrees of freedom. Another “revolute joint” was added between
the bottom bracket and the ground, fixing the model in place but allowing rotation of the
bracket about its axis (see figure E.1).

Figure E.1 ADAMS model of the crank and pedal system.

The input was a torque applied at the joint between the bracket and the ground.
Static and dynamic friction were applied at the same joint as torque to represent different
resistance levels set on the bike. It was assumed that the rider effort is directly proportional
to the torque inputted to the system. While the masses and dimensions are not the same
of the bike in question (this study was done before the build phase), the behavior should
hold true for the system fabricated.
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A PI (proportional-integral) controller was implemented to achieve 50 RPM;
allowing all simulations to reach the same angular velocity. This control in angular velocity
allows the simulation to provide comparable torque requests to run the model. The system
may request more torque than possible for a cyclist to create. This limitation will only affect
the transient response of the model and thus is ignored as only steady state is considered.
Three simulations were done with different friction settings and pedal masses. The first
simulation used 2 kg pedals. The second simulation used 3 kg pedals. The third simulation
had 3 kg pedals and half of the value applied to the first two simulations. The model was
exported to Simulink where the model behavior was analyzed.
The results are summarized in figure E.2. All simulations reached the same
angular velocity (figure E.2 A). Figure E.2 B shows the torque required for the model to
reach and maintain the 50 RPM. At 39 Nm, the 3 kg pedal needed more torque to be
applied at the crank to maintain the same angular velocity than the 2 kg pedal (27 Nm).
However, the 3 kg pedal with half the friction required the least torque (20 Nm). It was
concluded that the increased pedal mass required more torque to maintain steady state,
effectively acting as a higher resistance setting on the bicycle.
B

A

Figure E.2 Results of pedal mass effect in ADAMS. A.) Angular velocity reached by the model. B.)
Torque requested by the controller.
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E.3

Measure Loads in Three Dimensions
To check this requirement, data was recorded and plotted to look for three force

components and three moment components. Figure E.3 shows this data. The first row
shows force, while the second row plots moments. The first, second, and third column
show data for the X, Y and Z directions. Inspection of figure E.3 shows that this
requirement is met. Three force and moment components can be recorded with the
system.
Y

Z

M [Nm]

F [N]

X

Figure E.3 Pedal data recorded in three dimensions.

E.4

Vibration Isolation
The GEN 5 signal conditioner boxes should filter the noise out of the load cell data.

Therefore, it was assumed that inspection of the data would be sufficient to confirm noise
removal from load cell measurements. To check vibration isolation by inspection, data
from figure E.3 was checked. As the data is smooth (no spikes, discontinuities or high
frequency oscillations) and repeatable for each cycle, it was assumed the signal
conditioners removed any noise and vibration artifacts present in the load cell data.
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E.5

Integration with Motion Analysis System
To test this requirement, a cycling biomechanics test was done. With the system

connected as described in Appendix C.6 (System Integration), a cycling experiment was
performed. The rider was instrumented with the HH marker set and asked to pedal at 70
RPM. Kinematic and kinetic data were recorded by Cortex and processed to calculate
internal knee loads. In this successful cycling experiment, Cortex recognized the load
cells, recorded and synchronized camera and load cell data, and solved for knee loads in
three dimensions. The system integration was confirmed.
E.6

Data Output Format
To report data in standard form, the knee loads and angles must be plotted against

crank angle. A MATLAB code was written for this purpose. A full description of this code
is found in Appendix D. Data from the experiment mentioned above was processed by the
MATLAB code, and knee loads and angles were plotted against crank angle. Inspection
of figure E.4 confirms this requirement has been met. Figure E.4 A shows knee forces
(first row), moments (second row), and angles (third row) in three dimensions. Figure E.4
B is a close up on the vertical force component to clearly show data plotted against crank
angle.

A

B

Figure E.4 Cycling data versus crank angle. A.) MATLAB output for all knee forces, moments,
and angles. B.) Close up on vertical knee load.
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E.7

Stress Analysis
The parts fabricated are critical elements of the pedal assembly. The pedals are

expected to support the expected loads because they are designed for mountain biking,
where cycling while standing up is common. Seated cycling is the only expected used of
the modified bicycle. Furthermore, a load of more than 250 lbs. should be avoided as it
will damage the load cells. No stress analysis is needed for the pedal for these reasons.
The load cell housing is a custom made part and validation is required. Stress analysis
was performed in the form of a Finite Element Analysis (FEA).
FEA analysis was performed using Abaqus (Simulia, Johnston, RI). This analysis
was performed to prove that the custom basket supports the maximum expected loading
case by calculating a factor of safety. It is expected that the minimum safety factor is well
above 2.65. This number resulted from hand calculations using simple beam theory. The
expected worst case scenario is 250 lbs. on the longitudinal direction of the load cell, and
125 lbs. on the orthogonal directions, as well as moment magnitudes of 250 lbs-in on the
orthogonal directions and 125 lbs-in in the longitudinal direction of the load cell.
E.7.1 Model Development
The analysis done on this study
was a 3D static, linear analysis. To model
the system, the sketch tool in Abaqus was
used to create a 3D model of the load cell
housing (see figure E.5). It is worth noting
that a SolidWorks model was used initially
to bring the part to Abaqus but it was
difficult to mesh and did not allow model
modifications.

Material

and

sections Figure E.5 Load cell housing model in Abaqus.
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definitions were created and assigned to the model. The holes for the screws had to be
ignored in this analysis. It was initially planned to stay from modeling the threads of the
screws but keep the holes in the model. This complicated the meshing of the model by
forcing partitions of the model and complicating load conditions application. Ignoring the
holes meant that there was no feature on
the model to apply the loads. This was
solved by creating datums on the locations
of the holes. The bottom plate of the basket
was partitioned using these datums to
force the creation of nodes at the locations
of the bottom plate clearance holes. The
loads where applied at these nodes. Figure
E.6 shows this partitions done on the Figure E.6 Partition of load cell housing and
boundary conditions applied on top surface.

bottom plate of the load cell housing.
E.7.1.1 Material
Since the basket was made out of aluminum 6061, this was the material definition
created. Under the Mechanical menu, the elastic material behavior was defined by setting
Young’s modulus to 10.0 x 106 psi and Poisson’s ratio to 0.3 [27].
E.7.1.2 Load Conditions
The basket was modeled with the forces acting at the location of the holes. Initially,
the loading was done on a case by case basis. The force on the x, y and z direction were
applied individually on the positive and negative directions. Then the moments on the x,
y, and z directions were applied individually on the positive and negative directions.
Multiple forces were created to cause the moments on the desired directions. All forces
used were concentrated forces applied at a node at the location of the clearance holes.
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Table E.1 lists the magnitude of the forces applied at each node on each loading case.
The case of pure forces required one force to be created in Abaqus and applied at four
nodes. The moments on the x and y directions required two forces to be created and
applied at two nodes each. Only forces on the z direction were used for these conditions.
The moment on the z direction required four forces to be applied. These forces had an x
and a y component (see Appendix E.8 for load directions).
Table E.1 Magnitude of forces created for FEA analysis.

Loading Case
Magnitude Force [lbs.]

Fx
31.25

Fy
31.25

Fz
62.5

Mx
88.39

My
88.39

Mz
31.25

The results of the individual loading cases were analyzed to find the cases were
the worst loading was found between positive and negative directions. Surprisingly, there
was no difference on stress levels comparing a cases on the negative and positive
directions (this may be due to the lack of holes on the model). Therefore, combined loading
was determined by looking at the deformation direction of the front bottom part of the
basket (critical part of the model). Loads that had adding strains were used for the
combined loading. The opposite of this loading was analyzed as well to search for
differences in loading. These loads were named “combined loading 1” and “combined
loading 2”, respectively.
E.7.1.3 Boundary Conditions
It was assumed that the pedal attachment (4 screws) could be modeled by fixing
the top face of the basket with an ENCASTRE boundary condition. This boundary
condition fixes all degrees of freedom of the surface it is applied on. Figure E.6 depicts
this boundary condition.
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E.7.2 Mesh Development
The element type used in this
analysis was an 8-node linear brick
with

reduced

integration

and

hourglass control (C3D8R). The
seed

size

was

determination

of

0.075.
seed

size

The
is

discussed in Appendix 7.4. There are
30190 elements C3D8R making up
the model analyzed. This yields
107913 degrees of freedom. The

Figure E.7 Load cell housing meshed in Abaqus.

quality of the elements is deemed acceptable. There were no error or warning messages
on the on the Monitor option. Thus the elements meet the minimum and maximum angle
and aspect ratio criteria. Figure E.7 shows the meshed model. The lack of problems is
attributed to the simplicity of the model (ignoring of clearance hole features).
E.7.3 Analysis
A static general analysis was done on this analysis. This analysis assumed the
forces were applied as static loads. While most of the real loading is dynamic and cyclical,
static assumption is reasonable as the movement of the pedal will be based on a cycling
cadence of 70 RPM and the maximum force values occur for a very short period of time.
Furthermore, as the subjects mount the bike, they may put their weight on the pedal
causing a static load condition. Transient start response of the cycling cadence is
considerably slower than the steady state speed and thus can also be considered static.
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E.7.4 Mesh Convergence
The mesh convergence was
determined by comparing the stress
level on the node shown in figure E.8
with the number of degrees of freedom
(DOF) in the model. The number of
degrees of freedom was altered by
changing the seed size. Decreasing
the seed size increased the number of
DOF following a power function trend.
Figure E.8 Node used for mesh convergence.

Initially, the mesh was created very
coarse but seed size was decreased to find the convergence of the model on a solution.
The initial seed size was 0.750 while 0.050 was the smallest seed size executed. Figure
E.9 displays the stress convergence with respect to the number of degrees of freedom.
Although a seed size of 0.050 seems to converge better to a solution, time constrains had
to be taken into account. Looking at table E.2, it can be noted that the smallest seed size
takes too long to compute (over an hour of computational time required). Given the
assumptions used in creating the boundary conditions, which diverge from the real
attaching of the system, and the fact that there is a 20% difference in stress between the
two smallest seeds but it takes over eight times the computational resources, it was
decided to use the 0.075 seed size. Although the solution could be better by using a
smaller mesh, the time resource could be better spent in other tasks as the boundary
conditions already deviate from exact results.
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Table E.2 Variables taken into consideration when selecting seed size. Green shows selected seed
size. Difference calculated with results from previous seed size.

Seed
Size

DOF

Stress

Stress
Diff

Time
Diff

[psi]

[%]

[s]

[min]

[%]

Total CPU Time

0.75

2496

628.745

NA

0.7

0

NA

0.5

3978

852.638

36

0.8

0

14

0.25

16674

923.825

8

3

0.1

275

0.125

100194

1174.41

27

39.4

0.7

1213

0.1

207411

1328.71

13

127

2.1

222

0.075

414405

1423.42

7

444.2

7.4

250

0.05

1427280 1690.37

19

3838.3

64

764

1800

von Misses Stress [psi]
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Figure E.9 Stress versus DOF. Note the last data point seems to converge best but there
is a great increase in DOF.
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E.7.5 Results
The stresses were measured at two nodes in the model. One reading point was
the node with the highest stress reading (labeled Node 1 on the model). The same node
was used for measurements on all cases. On individual loading cases, the four loading
nodes had the same stress level. For combined loading, the combination was done so
strains added at node 1. The second reading point was away from node 1. This is done
because concentrated forces are used in the loading. This creates an artificial high stress
on the model that is not present on the real system. Figure E.10 shows the nodes used.
Table E.3 lists the stress levels read for each loading case at the specified nodes along
with the factor of safety based on a yield strength of 35 ksi [28] and the percent difference
from the expected 2.65 minimum factor of safety. Note that the combined loading 1 and 2
have the same stress levels. This symmetry may be due to the lack of holes on the model.
The pedal screw hole positions are not symmetrical which would terminate the symmetry
on the geometry of the model. Figure E.11 shows the result of the simulation for combined
loading.

Node 1
Node 3986

Figure E.10 Nodes used to determine stresses.
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Table E.3 Stress, safety factor, and percent difference resulting from analysis.

Loading
Fx
Fy
Fz
Mx
My
Mz
Combined 1
Combined 2

Away from Load Node
Factor of
Stress
Diff
Safety
[psi]
[%]
1085.06
32.3
1117
719.08
48.7
1737
2305.83
15.2
473
3333.38
10.5
296
3306.76
10.6
299
668.531
52.4
1876
8840.15
4.0
49
8840.15
4.0
49

At Load Node
Factor of
Stress
Safety
[psi]
3406.91
10.3
3390.04
10.3
6490.92
5.4
9145.8
3.8
9077.48
3.9
3307.61
10.6
24779.4
1.4
24779.4
1.4

Diff
[%]
288
290
103
44
45
299
-47
-47

S. Misses [psi]

Figure E.11 Combined loading results from FEA analysis.

E.7.6 Discussion
Table E.3 shows that the factor of safety for individual loading cases are well above
the expected factor of safety. At the node some distance away from the loading node the
factor of safety ranges from 10.6 to 52.4. At the loading node, the safety factor ranges
from 3.8 to 10.6. The combined case, as expected has a much lower estimated factor of
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safety of 4. This is 49% above what was expected from the rough hand calculations. This
large discrepancies between results could be due to several reasons. First, the hand
calculation analysis done was very rough, including only certain loads and ignoring the 3D
nature of the system. The effect of the vertical walls is ignored. Thus the hand calculations,
in essence, tests for a much weaker system than the one built. Next, the boundary
conditions distributed the strains on the top surface decreasing the stresses on these
surface. Also, lack of the holes modeled on the part does not account for stress
concentrations created around these holes. Finally, the use of concentrated loads creates
an artificial stress increase near the application point which is not true to the real system.
Despite all these limitations on the model, the results give an estimate that suggests the
baskets will handle the expected maximum loading with ease.
E.7.7 Conclusions
Custom aluminum baskets were designed to place load cells on the pedals of an
upright static bicycle for biomechanics experiments. This analysis was aimed to show that
the design can withstand the maximum expect loading required to take measurements on
the linear regions of the load cells. The part was modeled in Abaqus using a 3D
deformable body and using a static general analysis, concentrated loads simulated the
loading conditions expected. Stress values were calculated and factors of safety were
found. The results yielded a safety factor of 4.0, suggesting the baskets will support the
expected loads. The large margin in factor of safety points to low deflections on the basket,
allowing for better and more reliable measurements of the forces at the pedals during
steady state cycling.
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E.8

Additional Figures

E.8.1 Hand Calculations
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E.8.2 Load Directions
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E.8.3 Degrees of Freedom vs. Seed Size
DOF = 0.0087(seed_size-2.379)
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E.8.4 Individual Loading Results
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